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INTRODUCTION

As I drive west on Santa Mor. ica Boulevard , a l~xge butterfly
fluttered ir. my throat to remind r..e that I had ar, inte rvi ew with one
of the foremo st actors in the world .

I was early so I stepped just

around the corner from his h ouse to ponder over my tho~gh~s before
going in .

I walked down a beautiful pathway cver l oaking the ocear:

and as I walked, j cgge rs passed by, people wer~ ~eadi:-ig , artists we~
painting, and all of the.TT\ were enjoying the e cs-:-,atir::ally beautiful
day.
I checked my ca.i11era for the fifth time and went ev er my notes .

Medi te::Tanean h ::im":: where such greats as Greta Garbo , Peter Lorr iE. ,
and Douglas Fairb2.nks have lived.

1

I walked slowly toward the doc,r .;-orking my way over the
cobblestone walk.

I knocked on the door and a very striking mar; wr.ot1

I pictured in hi.s sixties and who towered over me l ik e a giant, stood

at the door.

There was no mista.~ing th3.t th is was Dean Ja.gge::.

I shook his hand I felt the strength of physical exercise and
warmness of a true human be.ir.g .

As

tr.e

This was to be the beginning of~

very exciting period.

1

Ca) ifo:rni.a In t e.c - 11ou.,,t.a in Npws, Vol.

1972.

1

35,

nc. . 32, August 1G,

2

My first correspondence with the Jaggers was in the form of
a letter.

I expressed my intentions of ~riting a Master's thesis

concerning hi s acting career.

I stated:

"I feel your career stands

as a strong example to students in Theatre Arts; and inasmuch as you
are a member of the LOS Church, it serves a two-fold purpose here at

Brigham Young University."!
I received a very cordial letter from Mrs. Jagger stating her
thanks for my interest in her husband's career.

She stated:

We are both flattered at your interest in Dean's career.
Over the years Dean has become rather tired of talking about
himse lf and cor.trary to most actors, he has a minimal amount of
ego and tires easily of the past. He is caught up pretty much
in what is current i n his life. I believe this is why he
continues to be an excit ing and vital man. 2
That statement reinforced my admiration of Dean and proved
to me that it was necessary to share his very succe ssful career with
others.

So I begin the endeavor.
1crae Wilson, letter to Dean Jagger, November 14, 1973.
2Etta Jagger, letter to Crae Wilson, November 20, 1973.

3

Dean Jagger

CHAPTER I

YOU'TII AND EDUCATION

The name of Jagger originates, not in the United States,

but across the ocean in Wales.

It finally re~ched tie A~erican shore

a cc-uple of centuries ago wh en 1 ,f'i th several other welsh settlers, the
Jagger family landed off the tip of Long Island.

One of t~e e~rliest

graves in this cour.try was that of a Jagger, located in East Hampton,
Long Island.

1

As time passed, the Jagger family separated and 1::egan to

Litt le did people know that when a ma2: by the ~3.ffie of Alcert

migra t e .

Jagger settled in Onio , that later it would boast of one of th~
natio~ •s top actors.

Mr. Jagger made his home L, Rock"[)ort, Ohio ,

intent on far-ming the fertile land in Allen County.

i'.-.s lucl: would

have it, Mr . Jagger married one of the prettiest girls b
Mayberry.

town , Li::.y

She was the daughter of one of the most prmir:er:t men in

town , Mitchell Mayberry .

He was the local blacksmith, w1:ict at that

time was considered as L~pcrtant as a doctor .

2

On Nc.,vemb~r ?, 1905 , a healt;,y and handsome son ;;as born -to
Mr . and Mrs. Jagger and they called. him Dean .

"They could tell from

➔

... Norman Nadel, "Oh.io' s Shining Stus," Dcs.n J a.gger Collec tion,
Mam:sc:-ii:·b L::.b:i.J..Iy , Brigh -~ 1.:-,1..:::g '..1n::..v2r.3ity , n:-:i-v-o , Utah .

4

5

the beginning that this lad was destined for great things.

He was

always big for his age and had a smile and looks to warm anyone's
hcart. 111
After spending a few years in Rockport, the Jagger family
then moved to Whitley County, Indiana, where Mr. Jagger bought forty
acres of uncleared swampland.

With the help of his son, Dean, Mr.

Jagger soon had it cleared and was farming onions.

It was on this

stretch of land where Dean fell in love with the outdoors and became
especially fond of animals of all kinds.

2

His fondness for animals

has stayed with him throughout his life, of which I will explain
more later.

At a very early age, Dean had the yearning to be an actor.
"I used to mild cows and learn poetry.

If I found some beautiful

oration and liked it, I learned it and memorized it.
ber them.

I still remem-

They are my friends, a hundred and twenty beautiful poems

and many others which I can still go back to. 113

Dean thought that

learning of poetry was so important that he made the following
statement:
I think it's a shame that kids are not taught poetry. It is
criminal. It is one of the most important things that children
should be taught. What have we to give if we don't give them
some literature and beautiful poetry and some philosophical
thoughts or some beautiful orations that 1.,rere written through the
centuries that we have recorded, the beautiful thin gs. We seem
to have skipped them. Children can be made intcrested. 4

1
2

Ibid.
Ibid.

3

Marty Anderson, "1he Philosophy of Dean Jagger," Cross &
Crescnt - An Educo.t i onal Juuranl (Lambda Chi Alph:i Fraternity, lay,
1974),p.28.

4 lb id. , p. 29 .
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Dean Jagger, Age 14

7

A deep craving for learning led Dean to many different people, drawing from them anything and everything he could to increase

his knowledge.
I used to get on a pony and ride bareback to a little town
seven or eight miles through the mud to a woman who I used to
learn from. She taught me elocution, which if you are an actor,
is a sort of stagery word. Elocution you think of as fancy
gestures. 111is woman was a really beautiful and educated woman.
She taught me beautiful things of literature, much of which I
remember because I desired to l earn
1
To challenge his learning, Dean entered into orato ry contests.

He remembers that "he won five medals for orat ory from the Woman's
Christian Tempero..nce Union."

2

Dean graduated from high school at the age of fourteen and
~ent on to attend Teachers' College at Winova Lake, Indiana.

He then

went on to teach eight grades in a one-room country school the
following fall.

He was not quite seventeen at the time and he re-

lates the experi en ce.
I've always suspected I got my job not because of my aptitude
but possibly because of my si ze, then six feet, two inches, and
my ability to handle the student physically . Howeve r, in s t ead of
using the old-fashioned paddle when the kids got restl es s, I
would stop classes and we'd pop corn or roast apples in the
school's old potb~llied stove. Before the winter was over, we
were all friends. j
Being a fine teacher that he was, Dean r ea lized tha t the

pupils had been up since dawn doing farm chores and had to walk miles
th ro ugh the snow to schoo l and weren 't in the mood for anything as
remote as Greek mythology .

1

In trying to teach th em he recalls,

Ibid., p. 29-30.

2

James D'Arc, "Dean Jagger," Da ily Un ive rse (Brigham Young
Univ ersity, Provo, Utah, November 9 , 19 73), p. 7.
3

"Mr. Novak," T.V. Guide (April 18-24, 1964), p. 16.

8

Wabash College, Dean Jagger in Center

11

I tried .. o g e t on terms of th eir

0 1, n enderstandir,g . "

1

/\s a far m

bc1 y hi mse lf, he ,~ as sensit iv~ to th e n2 e;d5 of h .i.s n::,t-too-rnuch

yo ung r stuJcHts .
F. ven m'iay from the school hous e h e was sc;:si t · ve to the needs

o

o t he1·s .

"!101.,r rnany

peopl

would give up a yen.r to help a fr.iend,

espec :i.a lly on e runn.ing a Ch ristian mission, to res c1.1e drunks from a

hig city skid row? 112
Aft e r one year of teaching, De a n entered :1·abash College in
Crawfordsville, Indiana.

I-le majored in mathematics, joined Lo.mbc.b.

Chi Alpha Fraternity, p l ayed football, went out for t ra ck, and tried
ou t f01 · the Dramatic Society .
an ac tor .

"I suppose all my life l wo.nte<l to be

F:rom the ti me I could ta l k, I started l earning thin gs . l

~t ·rted enterta ining people, re a <l in g poetry, reading th ings , and
making up things befo re groups of peopl c . ,,

3

But he \,as un able to make t he college acting group .

Th ere

h ave been simiJ. - 1· incidences that h ave happened t o othsr promin e nt

scto:rs, proving t hat not o.1 1 co ll ege drama c oach e s a re good tal e nt
scouts.
The fai l ure to rnake th e drama gr oup did no t discoura ge Dean ,
Tr:. fact, it made him eve n more cleter17lined .

I tri ed out for t he dramatic c lass.
th at didn't rl i stu~b

3,n
1\ d cr~on,
p.

me .

.s-o .

11 1Vi1 en I 1-1ent to colleg-~,

The ki ds <lid n 't accep t me, bu t

I\ ent to Chicago wh en I hearJ ab out a

10

in hi.s sop homore year and \ cnt to Chi ,-2go to r-..gis tcr a t th e Lyceum
i\rts ConservatOT)'.

Th e r,:i li e st udied Tilusic and dr ama tics.

deh'.ly the cost of his . chooling , h e got a job
public dance Jrnll on Chica.go's South Side .

::i.

u bcrnnccT in a

It ,,as

n e i gh borho od and .are ly an evening p assed withou t

To help

J

ct

very roueh
bar b nwl .

" Dean did a very good job que l ling d i s turbancE: · but was fired h e c 1use
?

o f 1,·a tr..:hin g th e featured performances i ns tead of doing h.i.s job . " -

During the sw11mer of 1925, Chautauqua troupes , srnal l SlmH~P-r
stock groups spon s ored by the Chicago Lyceum Arts Conservatory, h'eTe
se11.t out to p er f orm in sm::i.11 to~vnh::i. 11 s o r even in ba n. s outsid e o f

tOim.

3

Dean was given the part of latt Peasley in the p l ay, Cc1 ppy

RiLkS, ::i.nd th e tuur la s ted tc.i 1,1 eeks .
.\t las t t he bi g decision came.

.fession:i l a ting?
"yes ."

Should Dean turn to pro-

Wi t h the following philo s ophy, h e ans1iered

"~•lake adjustments, aim high, dream it up gcud , stay with your

id e::i. 1s , and follO\v your hunches .

lfoo knows , you might make it. 11 4

.L Ibid . , p. 33 .
2

Ib id. , p. 29 .

3i ,;,Jr . Novak , " T . V. Guide (April 18 - 24, 1964 ), p.

17.

QlAPTER II
11-IE 1930 1 S

Dean contacted his first porfessional acting job in the
fall of 1925 under the direction of Balaban and Katz at the Chicago
Theatre.

"He played the part of Adam and took an apple from Eve .:is

th e curtain was raised. 111

Even though the part was small, the s a lary

of $40.00 a week made the budding young actor feel that he was well
on his way.
With his first play finished, Dean was contracted to do a
small part in the play, Shepherd of the Hills.

"He engaged himself

as a blue-shirted, fair-haired hero saving the calico girl from an
?

evil villain."-

The production made a cross country tour and it

lasted a year having been fairly successful.

At the termi nation of

the tour, Dean felt that h~ had enough experience to move his talent
to Broadway.
As it is with many actors, Dean found that Broadway was not
rcac.ly for him.

He had to settle for a job as a ;;ettlement 1-wrker

in the Church of All Natio ns.

The only theatre job he landed. after

months of se~rching, was a very small walk-on part in a George M.

11

12
Cohan show, Yellow. 1

Small as it was, this was to be the begi nning

of Dean's Broadway career.

Much to his dismay, he 1~as advised by

Mr. Cohan himself to leave Broadway and join a stock company.
Leaving a bit disenchanted but not giving up,
Dean became a member of the W. H. Wright Company in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, where he replaced Sp encer Tracy, 1.;ho hc:.d left
for Holl~iood. Other name actors passing through ~right 's
company were..,such greats as Pat O'Brien , Carole Lomba rd, and
Victor Jory.1.
Even though Dean was not on Broadway, h.;.s salary was a formidable $65 a week.
The first two plays produced by the Wright Company in 1928

were The Gorilla and White Cargo of which very little is known except
that Dean had a couple of small parts.

The next play, Gertie, gave

Dean the publicity he needed when he was awarded !1igh honors.

of Mrs. Cheyney by FrE:drich Lonsdale.

But

The play 1\·as well received and

Dean was proclaimed as "an up and coming actor with a d-=finite
talent. 113
The i\1. H. \\fright Company broke up in the spring of 19 29 and
Dean had to l oo k elsev,here for ,vork.

l-le found it for a time working

under the direction 0f Carleton Brickert in Tomorrow Turns Back.
Wht:.:n talkies cam e in, Dean and s e veral thousand oth er actors and
actresses had a great idea.
woo<l.

"They all envisioned tr i umphs in Holly-

After all, the movie performers couldn't learn lines much less
1

Ancerson, p. 27.

13

dcliv

th e m, they fl gured, and ti ey ~ercn ' t far fro m 1vrn n_g. ' '

~

l

Dean went to llol lywood anJ ,,as lu .Icy enou;:;h to procur, ;rn
acluti. tion 1~it.li C. B. De~lil l e.

!-le di d no t get th e j oh he \\·ant e <l but

,~as hi cd by Fox Stud io in the fall

o-F

was of fer cl the l ead p a rt opposite 1-la ry

b y Geo:;·
th e

fj

0

.

Scarborough.

J 929 .

To his sur pris e , h e

star in l~ ornan Fro m Hel 1

Much to his d isma y, a movi. e that wa · tr, uc:

r Jt of th e talkies only turned ou t to b e t he ~a s t of th e
Eve n ti ough t he movie ,,rn.s sil en t, th e '" o l .· s · n De- n's mm

silents .

~h itley Count y , Indi.::i.t.:L, h ai l ed him as a hero .

" The moment Dean

Jagger ' s face flashed on the screen th e re wa s a

urmur of a pplau se

?

;-nd hanJ clapping."~
Eve n th ough th e p l ay was hailed as a succ cs.5 in hi s home
t01-m, the major ity of the country passed it over ligh t ly .

11

\\loman

~Tom He ll is sce:,1 ica lly pretentious bu t d ram;:i.tically weak . 113
The ex cit ement of Ho lly1~oo d ,~as beginn ing to wear off for

Dean ar~d he found th a t it wasn ' t t he glamourous place t hat h e had
first thought."

"He found out how r eally d iffi cult it \,as to l and a

~t arring role or any r ol e for th a t matter ."

4

Bei ng i n Hollywood for

t1~·0 years and having on ly o ne role hurt a tal ented man such as Dean

1 adc l , Dean Jagg er Collect i on.
2

Asto Stevens , Wh itl ey County Newsp aper, 19 29 , Dean .hgger
Coll ect ion , Manuscripts Library, Brigh a m Young Univ ers ity , Provo,
Ut a h.
3

Bu ns , ~la nt l y, Dod<l, ~lean
28 , 1(14 4 , p . 25 .

4 stevens,

6 Co ., ed s ., Be st Pl ays or- 1927 -

Dean Jagger Co l le ct i on .

14

but he kept on trying.

In 1931, he

\•las

contracted to play a small

part in Men In Her Life by Warner Fabian.

This proved of little

consequence to Dean and so was the case with When Strangers ~~rry
and Handcuffed done in the same year.

After suffering a humiliating

regression from a lead in Woman From Hell to a high class extra in
Sign of the Cross, directed by Cecil B. Delille, Dean left town.

The return trip back to Broadway proved to be a little Qore
rewarding.

Dean's Hrst big break that merited him considerable

att ention came in the fall of 1933 when he starred in a play by Jack
Kirkland called Tobacco Road.
classic .

Today many conside;- this play a

"Tobacco Road takes place at the farm of Lester Jeeter,

situat ed on a tobacco road in the back country of Georgia. 111
The imnie diate success of Tobacco Road probably derived from
the scandal value of its foul language and its reputation for
ubs...:t:IL.i.ty, i.>uL.h in short supply in 1933. wring tne course o
Jack Kirk l and ' s rambling narrative about the po verty and degradation of the backroads of th e South , Jeeter Lester and his
hirlipp ed daughter, Ellie ~lay, gaped through the open windows
of their shack whi l e Jeeter's son, Dude, and his lecherous bride,
Bessie Rice, consummated the lawful rites of matrimony on a bed
inside. But the theatre-goers who kept Tobacco Road on the
stage for eight years must also have been startled by the
bleakness, ignorance, and shiftlessness of a part of Georgia
they hardly knew about. Tobacco Road was a genuine folkplay
that su~stituted brutal truth fo r the bucolic charm of the
genre."
"The role of Lov Bensey was originated by Dean and he played

it for ten K~eks.

He then left to star with Ruth Gordon and Claude

Rains in Th ev Shall Not Die by John Wexley." 3

2
Brooks Atkinson, "Prevailing Opinion of Broadway," Broadway,
1934, p. 204.

3

Ib i<l. , pp. 294-95.

15

They Shall 1ot Die was played at the Royale n1eatre l ast
evening by one of the most stirring cas ts the n,eatre Guild
has assembled. It is Mr. Wcxley's declaration of his belief
tf1at the Scottsboro Negros have been sentenced to d ic when
grave doubt as to their guilt exis ts. Under Philip Moeller 1 s
resourceful direction, it is a play of te,rifying and courageous
bluntn ess of statement, thoughtfully developed, lucidly explained
and played with great resolution. 1
They Shall Not Die was such a success for Dean that he was
offered a contract with Paramount Studios and this time returned to
Hollywood with much better prospects.

Without knowing it, he was

making one of the more important decisions of his life, because,
while in Hollywood, Dean met and married Antoinette La1,;r ence of

Hingham, Massachusetts.

They were married in 1935.

It was surprising that Dean had any time for courting a t all
because he was very busy with his acting career.

He started out

the year with You Be long To Me, produced by Lewis D. Lighten, where
he played a school teacher.

Then under the direction of

Tauro g, Dean did College Rhythm.

orman

His next movie was to be the

beginn ing of many westerns of which many p~ople "thought he was a
natural western hero. 112
Still, 1934 had not offered Dean any leading parts but things
seemed to pan o..it in 1935.

First he had the opportun ity to work under

Adolf Zukor in People ~ill Talk which gave him an opening for a large
part in Wings in the Dark directed by James Flood.

l

Brooks Atkir. son, New York Times, Feb. 22, 1934, p. 24,

col. 4 .
')

.. Dean Jagger Collection, Manuscript Library, Brigham Young
Univ ersity, Provo, Ut ah.

16

In spite of the high adventure in the film, (Wings in the
Dark) it is primarily a love story, a romantic tale that is
interspersed ,.,,ith some good stunt flying ::ind th at gr01~s in interest and speed to a dramatic and suspenseful climax. Dea n Jagger
of the Tabacco Road Company and a newcomer to the sc.een help s
to make the Paramoun t film an interesting adventure . 111
Not only did Dean receive good reviews but he had the opportunity to work with two great actors, Cary GYa nt and Myrna Loy.
With a good movie behind him, Dean l ooked forwa r d expectantly
toward a fruitfu l year only to be disappointed with a multitude of
small parts:

Behold My Wife, Car 99 with Fred MacMurray, Home On

The Ran ge 1~ith Randolph Scott, Code of The West, also wi t h Randolph
Scott, College Rhythm and Men Without Names with Fred MacMurray .
As you can see, even though the parts were small, they were many, a
phenomena not many actors could boast of.
Tne year of 1936 kept Dean very busy but still offered him

only small parts :

Woman Trap, 13 Hours by Air, another film starring

Fred Madlurray, Revel t of the Zombies, Pepper and Star For A Night

with Clair Trevor and Jane Darwell.
brought Dean to the end of his rope.

Anot her year of small parts
He had to do something that

would change his image, so the best thing, he thought, would be to
start all over again.

The only way he could do this would be to give

himself a new identity, so he changed his name to "Dean Jeffri es." 2
Mayme Ober Peak in the Boston Globe, March 12, 1937, was quoted as
saying:
l

Robert Garland, New York World Telegraph, Decenihcr S, 1933,

p. 24.

2
November

Interview with Dean Jagger, Santa Monica, California,
, 1974.

17
Recently, tests were being viewed for the male lead for Son
of the City. Di rector EJ.rl Taggert and Michael Fes si er, author,
were impressed by an unknown named Dean .Jeffries. He looks and
acts like Dean Jagger, observed the director. 'Jeffries' was
sent for and proved to be Jagger with the new name he had
chosen--for luck.I
Apparently his luck did not continue with him because the
remaining movies of 1937 offered him only small parts:

Ex il ed To

Shanghai, Woman in Distress, Escape by Night, The Californiari,
Dangerous Number, and Under Cover of Night.

In an article in the

Ne"° York Times at that time, Frank Nugent said, "Sara Maden, Florence
Rice, Dean Jagger, Frank Beicher, Maria Shelton, and Dorothy
Peterson make up a supporting cast of better than usual ability.
2.

Not

bad murder film. 112
It was not until Dean returned to

ew York in July of 1938

1

that he finally established himself as a first rate actor.

overwhelming success was the play,
direction of Gutherie McClintic.

His

first

lissouri Legend, under the
His salary was $450 a week.

The play presents a Jesse who is a sort of homespun, folksy
Robin Hood oi tissouri who robbed rich banks and railroads and
gave to the poor. Jesse was a square-shouldered, square-jawed,
square-shooting Baptist, according to this version. It is also
in accordance with most of the later biographers who ha ve
recogni zed that Jesse was sorely beset during his early youth
by Yankee sympathizers in Missouri . The play is by no means
preoccupied with study of character. It is_a forthright melodrama without any very serious pretensions.~

2

Frank Nugent, New York Times, January 20, 193 7, p. 18,

col. 4.

3
Rollin Palmer, Buffalo Evening
p. 13.

ews, September 15, 1938,

18

During the running of Missouri Legend, John Paxton explains,
We wonder if this Dean Jagger, who was playing J ess ie Ja mes,
didn't have the makings of a first-class matinee-idol.
He looked as if he could lift a fullgrown bull or Victor
McLaglen with one hand. He had the same sudden, disarming
charm that Brian Aherne has. 1
The New York Herald Tribune said of Dean Jagger," . . . a

new player of great potentialities has been discovered by the critics
in Dea n Jagger, who plays his first Broadway role of any consequenc e

as Je sse James.
doors ."

2

The film scouts are clamori ng at the Empire Theatre

\\lai ter Winchell of the Daily Mirror said, "Dean Jagger as

seen as Jesse James. . . was superb. 113

Richard \fat ts, Jr., of the

Herald Tribune, said, "attractively acted, particularly by Dean
Jagg er in the leading role."

4

John Mason Brown of the Evening

Post said, "Jagger is an admirable Jesse ." 5

Dean even received

a letter from his aid director, W. H. i'iright, telling him how proud

he was that Dean had belonged to his company.

6

That Mr. Jagger is pleased 1iith the success, both critical
and popular. of !issouri Legend goes without saying. He derives
satisfaction far beyond th e bounds of mere professional and
economic recognition, i n that the Hollywood producers 1,ho once
were only vaguely enthusiastic over the Jagger possibilities
1

John Paxton, Stage , October, 1938- ?· 31.

2

New York Herald Tribune, September 25, 1938, p . 19.

3

Box Office , October 1, 1938, p. 6.

4

Ibid.

5

Ibid.

6

W. H. Wright, correspondence with De;m Jagger, September ?O,

1938, Dean Jagger Collection, Manuscript Library, Brigham Young

Univ er si ty, Provo, Utah.
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are now spending vast sums on telegrams solicitir.g his services,
and he can laugh hartily at thcm.l
Dean was now on his way to stardom.

He did four more very

successful plays in the next two years that made him the leJding man
of the New York stage.

He played opposite Dorothy Gish in Gutherie

McClintic, by E. 8. Ginty.

The High Road, by Frederick Lonsdale, ran

for 144 performances on Broadway.
In the comedy an actress is loved by a young lord, whose
snobbish family objects . As a last resort, they invite her
down for a visit, hoping the contact with aristocracy will
discourage her. In four weeks she is out of love with his lordship and madly in love with his cousin. Amusing situations
develop from this point. 2
Another big hit was Everywhere I Roam by Arnold Sundgaard.
For one act Everywhere I Roam, which 1,as acted at the National
last evening, is an overwhelming experience in the theatre. It
is a styli2ed and symbolized stox-y of the early days of America.
Beginning with the Star Spangled RRnn~ r. th ~ firs~ act shows in
idyllic form the West--seed to soil, sweat in the sun li ght, space
and confidence with Johnny Appleseed castin g his seeds broadcasT
in a new, rich land. Robert Edmond Jones ha s given it a gloriously simplified background. The blunt f act is that a play
begun on a hi gh plane of folklor e and na tion a listic devotion
disintegrates into for mlessness and trivial declamation. There
were some good people in the cas t--Dean Jagger, Ka th erin e Emery
and Norma n Lloyd in the chief parts and Paul Huber and Arthur
Barnett as the villainous merchants of a flourishing country.
Probably EverywhP.re I Roam 1.,ri 11 be remembered for ye:ns as the
cluttered and trunicated drama of America 1,.ith a magnificant
first act. 3
The year 1939 gave Dean the opportunity to work i,;i th the
famou s Ethe l
1

Barrymore in Farm of Three Echoes.

New York Herald Tribune, October 9, 1938, p. 21.

?

.. Frederick Lonsdale, The Daily Reporter, ~lay 8, 1933, p. 12.
3
srooks AtkiP-son, New York Times, December 30, 1938, p. 10.
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Murder has stalked the Gerart home since the days of Paul
Kruger, and when Lisha Gcr~rt, Ouma's daughter - in-law, gets rid
of a brutal husband, via a slit saddle girth , the stage is set
for an inflamed mother and son hatred, talk of ghosts and killings that have gone before. And it all jells into a play that
is not only high~y unusual, but thoroughly spellbinding in its
interest. 1
"Dean Jagger, handsome and virile, is the Jon Gerart--and
his is a superb interpretation of a young man ridden with horrible
doubt s and fears."

2

"Mr. Jagger shares with Miss Barrymore the

honors of this perfonnance.

He is a fine and convincing young

actor . . . in fact, one of the very best we have." 3
Starring rol es kept coming Dean's way.

:he Brown Danube,

a melodrama by Burnt Hershey, was hailed the best of the long series

of inconclusive attacks upon the Nazi regime in Germany

4

The play is laid in Vienna and concen1s an ' Aryan' family
of royal birth that comes und er the unwanted Nazi influence.
A high-powered official has his evil eye out for Princess Erika.
He sees his chance and offeres her marriage in exchange for her
brothers' f r eedom. She agrees but takes back her acceptance
when she thinks the ~azi has gone back on his word and killed
her sweetheart, who's also in the army tut doesn't support
the po li cies. The Nazi then decides to arrest the en tire
clan but changes his mind when i t is proved to him that he was
born a Jew.s
"The Brown Danube has three members that are outstanding.
These include Ernest Lawford, Jessie Royce Landis and Dean Jagger as
1

Karl Krug, Pittsburgh Sun Telegraph, October 24 , 1939, p. S.

2

Kasper Monahan, "Show Shops," The Pittsburgh Press, November
1939, p. 17.
3
4

Robert G. Tucker, Indianapoli s Star, November , 1939, p. il.
Bosley Crowther, New York Time s, May 18, 1939, p. 30, col. 4.

5
yaricty, April 19, 1939, p. 20.
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the ambitious Na~i officer whose desire to ha ve the Austrian
pdncess as his wife leads him to threaten her entire family."!
''Dean Jagger, despite an occasional lapse into a accent reminiscent
of Missouri Legend, gave a ski l lful representation of the brutish

Ernst llammaka, a wholly unsympathetic character. 112

"Dean Jagger

gave the best performance as Hammaka i n The Brown Danube."

3

Dean's l ast play of 1939 was The Unconqu ered, t ake n from the
book, We The Living, by Ayn Rand.
Miss Rand gives you an aristocrat, sardonic and bitter,
a girl who is willing to accept the USSR if she can learn in

the engineering school how to build 'white aluminum bridges'
and a gentleman of the G.P.V. TI1e aristocrat must retiI·e to
the South to recov e r f rom an illness, and in order to fin ance
that trip, the firl makes a personal sale to th e officer of the
G.P.V . I n the process of this bit of dal l iance he falls in love
with her, allowing Miss Rand to have a tri ang le tha t fi na lly
bursts apart with the suicide of one member, the att empt of
another to escape f rom Russia with ary ermine coat, and the de parture of th e third into gigoloism. 4
"Dean Jagger acts the non - substantia l role with so l id
authority and considerable imagination. 115
After a very successful time in

ew York, Dean was asked to

return to Hollywood to read for Darryl F . Zanuck, but this time he
re turned by airplane, al l expenses paid.
1

John BrcMn, The \fall Street Journal, May 19 , 1939, p. 6.

2
sidney Whipp l e, "Theatre," New York World Tele grc1m , May 18,
1939, p. 8.
3

4

5

New York Daily Worker,

lay 19, 1939, p . 10.

Bosley Crowther, New York Ti mes, February 14, 1940, p. 32.
Richard Lockr i dge, 111e New York Sun, Februa r y, 1940, p. 20.

CHAPTER III
11-IE 1940's

Staurday, March 16, 1940, Dean signed with 1\venti eth Century
Fox for the title role in Bri gham Young to go before the camera
April 15. l

With the support of Tyrone Power, Linda Darnell, Mary Astor,
Vincent Price, and others, Dean was headed for one of the greatest
performances of his life.
The story details the founding of the ~lormon thought by
Joseph Smith played by Vincent Price, and his efforts to promulgate that thoug ht; its a~traction to Brigham Young, played by
Dean Jagger , and his efforts and the pleas of his peop l e ·to be
let alone to worship as they see fit and permit thei r flock to
worship without interference; their persecution at the hands of
others; their being forced to move from one section of the
count ry to anotqer; their sufferings and hardships as a result
of thes e moves.~
The end of their long trek at Salt Lake brings to a close as
fine a screen document as this industry has ever produced.

When the

cavalcade of Mormons finally crosses the Rockies and looks on the
basin that is to be their permanent home, the shot from the mountain
and down on to the Salt Lake is one of the most inspiring sce nes that
1

Bosley Crowther, "Screen
York 'fjmc s , March 16, 1940.

ews Here and in Hollywcod,"
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ew
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Brigham Young
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has ever been pictured.

And, too, after their first work has been

accomplished in their new home, their crops in, only to be attacked
b y the locusts, and then the miracle, the arrival of the sea gulls

who destroyed the locusts, will make any audience want to rise from

its seats and yell its appreciation.
Dean Jagger is the star of the picture because, first , he
has the best part, and, secondly, in the enactment of that part
he comes through with as great a performance as any studio
stage has ever afforded. 'There are many other excel l en t ac ting
contributions, all with much less meat than Mr. Jagger had ,
but in their way, of supreme importance to the success of the
picture. 1
Dean Jagger is so magnificent as Brigham Young that everybody
is town is asking where he has been all these years and 1,,.-hy we
haven't seen him on the screen before. Well, his story's very
simple. In the firs~ place, tbere isn't an ounce of gui l e in
the guy. He's as honest as those hickory logs Abe Lincoln
used to split, and has many of Lincoln's characteristics.
When asked what he wanted for a salary, Dean said, 'I'm
going to leave that entirely up to you.' The su~ they had in
mind was S750 a week, but his spirit ap~ealed to them so much
that they started him at $1,000 a week.
The residents of Salt Lake Ci ty were more than proud to
have a major movie taken from Mormon history about one ::if their
latterday prophets. At the premiere of Brigham Young in Salt
Lake City, just ahout everyone in town turned out to see the
s tar s aml the :.;ovie. ·rne were very impressed with Dean Jagg-2r.
Salt Lake is·as a gleeful bund of 14-year-olds on a picnic to d;;.y.
Proud, pleased, a nd excited, its populace jan~ed the airport,
the highway, t he d1.. wntown area and the theatre for the op ening
of Brigham Youn? , a p~emiere the like of which no one has seen,
not even Darryl Zanuck. 3
1

111 Brigi~ am YotL'1g ~~assi ve Superbly Produced, Acted," The
Holl)"vood Report er, August 26, 1940, 1940, p. -·
2

Hedda !-loppe r, "Hol lyNood," Los Angeles Times, August 30,
1940, p. 11.
3Rob.:!rt Tucker, "Mo1:mon Film Portrays Pioneer Life,:
Lnkc Tr ibune , Au gus t 18, 1940.
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Mr. Jagger pleadi ng in the courtroom scene, I thought I was
listening again to Brigham Young.

During the premiere festivities

in Salt Lake City, Jagger met many Church Authorities.

'I was

impressed with President Grant and with the industry and cleanliness
of the Mormon people,' Jagger reflects.

He also met one of the

daughters of Brigham Young, Mabel Young Sanborn, who remarked, 'He ' s
just like Father , ,l
Mormon history.

Brigham Young is an accurate chronology of early

Prior to the p:::-emiere, the First Presidency was

given a private screening.

David 0. McKay, speaking for them, re-

marked to the Fox rep res en ta ti ve, "We thank Darryl Zanuck from the
bottom of our hearts for a sympathetic interpretation of an immortal
story.

It is a great picture.

s aid President Grant.

I would not change a 1 ine,"

"I endorse that heartily. 112

Tne production itself cost over two million five h:.mdred
thousand dollars, a very large sum for a movie in that era.

It

was a great success and all th e money that ~as put into it was made
back and much more to th e satisfaction of its producer.
The movie i3righnm Young aroused much int er est as to what the
Mormon religion r eall y proclaimed, so an adaptation was made
for the class~oom called Driven 1,estward. It was distributed
by Teaching Fila Custod~ans, Inc. The objectives of the film
~ere to d~anhlti:e westward migration and set tl ement and to
present 2 dr~matic bac~ground for analysis and discussion of
religious pers~c~tion.3

2

James D'Arc, Daily Universe, November 19, 1973, p. 7.

3
Tcaching film CustQdians, Inc., Dean Jagger Collection,
Manuscript Library, Brigham Young Uni vcrsi ty, Provo, Utah.
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From then on it was easy for Dean to get good parts.

His

next movie was The Life of Lucky Baldwin.
DeJ.n Jagger, who, it is expected, will be a topnotcher
following Brigham Young, because he plays the title role and
will be giving Tyrone Power a Tun for his money as a romantic
lead, has been selected to portray Lucky Baldwin. It is hard
to imagine any more striking feature than this considerin g the
present era of popularity for horse racing, because Baldwin
was symbolic of the triumphs of the sport in the older days,
so rich in color and picturesqueness.l
The year, 1941, continued to offer Dean fine parts.

He was

next given a co-stJ.rring bill with Randolph Scott in Western Union .
\Val ter Winchell is quoted as saying, ''Orchids to Western Union for
hitting the high in motion picture entertainment.
action, thrills for Americans of all ages."

Here is adventure

2

"No matter how many Westerns you have seen, Western Union
is on e of the best of them all and, in my opinion, certainly the best
that has come this way since Stage Coach."

3

"Dean Jagger continues his growing list of fine pe:rformances
with a rigorous and intelligent portrayal of an engineer who knows
his job must be done and does it in spite of all obstacles. 114
1

Edwin Shehallert, Los Angeles Times, July 4, 1940, p. 7,

part 1.
2

''V.estern Union Is Roxy's
February 7, 1941.

ew Picture, ''

1

ew Yol'k New s,

3

william Boelnel, "New Mov ies," New World Te l egram, Dean
Jagger Collection, Manuscript Library, Brigham Young Univ ers ity,
Provo, Utah.
4

Robert W. Oana, "Western Union," Los Angeles Tribune,
Dean Jagger Collection, Manuscript Library, Brigham Young University,
Provo, Utah.
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Dean ended out 1941 with a starring role with Loretta Young
in The Men Jn Her Life direct ed by Gregory Ratoff .

He left !lolly-

wood August 12 and went back to Broadway.
A few days before leaving, producer William Pcarlbe rg
called him up and said, 'You know your're in Claudette Colbert's
next picture and you're co-starring with Randy Scott in SiotLx
City.' Dean said, 'Sorry, by contract's fir.ished.' The
answer was, 'Well, you must hav e r ead in the paper that you are
doing the se parts.' Dean said, 'I only know that my option
wasn't taken up a nd I am leav i ng.' 'Okay, if that's the case
we will double your salary.' Dean refused . 1

Nothing was happening on Broadway that intereJted Dean, so
in 1942 he returned to Hollywood to do two more movies, The Omaha
Trail by Jesse Lasky and Valley in The Sun with Lucille Ball.
The year 1943 brought with it an era of the "political
movie" and many disquis es .

Dean was also wearing a disguise.

Very

early in life Dean began losing his hair, so in order to cover it up
he started wearing taupes.

His first role in 1943 gave him a starri ng

role with. John Carradine in I Escaped From The Gestapo.

"Nazi

spies and sabateurs are pitted against an American counterfeiter
?

who turns his skill and patriotism to defeating them."-

Another pol itic al movie was North Star by Lillian Hellman.
"It was seriously intended to introd uce the Sovi et 11nion to the

American public . ·• 3

The year 1943 was also the ye ar ne.J.n divorced

Antoinette Lawrence aft e r close to ni ne years of marriage.
1

J.os Ange les Times, Auf:ust 16, 1941.

2J~/R , Dean Jag!:cr Collection, Manuscript Library, Brigham

Young University, Provo, Ut a h.
3oavid Robinson , T:lC !!is to ry of Wor l d Cine ma (New York:
Stein and Day Pub lis hers, 1965} , p. 238 .
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A Yank in London
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During the worst p.:nt of the ~;:n 1n 1944, Dean was asked to
go to England as a good will gesture and do a war picture entitled,

I Liv ed in Grosvenor Snua re,

:rhe story concerns the adventures of

an Air Force gunner in England and the love he has for the daughter
of a British duke, Robert Morley." 1
"Dean Jagger and Anna Naegle do very well in the centr;-11 roles
and they get fine support from Robert Morley and Rex Harrison.

This

picture was very well accepted in England.,)
Dean returned to the United St ates to do another movie for
Mono gram Pictures callt:d Alaska based on the story, "Flush of Gold''
by Jack London.

After the end of the war in 1946, Dean associated himse lf

with RKO Radio Pictures and Kon himself the Box Office B11...e Ribbon
A\-:a rd f or his portr aya l as Kevin Connors in Sister Kenny. "The movie
itself was picked as the best picture of the month by Box Office.,,.,
Pursued, ma de in 1947, introduces t he idea of psyc hol ogica l
distur bance to t he We stern: The central char~cter , p layed by
Robert 1itchum, was haunted by memories of an experience in
childhood and menaced in adu lthood as the still innocent
victim of a man 1 s warped scheme of revenge. 4
1Magazinc, Dean Jagger Collection, Manuscript Collection,
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.

2Bosley Crowther,

New

York Times. April

20,

1946, p. 16,

col . 3,
3Taken from an awa rd in Dean Ja gge r:s possession. De an
Jagger Collection , lanuscript Library, Bricham Young Univer sity ,
Provo, Utah.
4Petcr Co1,·ie., ed. A Conci se llist ory of the Cin ema , Vol. II
(New York:
S. Barnes & Co., 1971), }), 57.
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1

'Dea n .Jagg er rnt!et s an d marr i es Gl o ria Lin g , an editor .i. a l

~ r ·1· i· me 11agaz
~'
·
a ss i· s t .ai1L.~ .J.r>
1nc.:.

by All :rn

'J'h e) acl ,-..,1r1t_ ~ a da u§1__·]·1-r~ e r n ,·_,,nl"!'i
•.:;, D1· :>n nc . 1 1

D1l':1 n .

Fee li ng hims e l f fa11 · n g in t o ~ rut , Dean left bot h Hollywood
aHd h i s t ou p e to head back to

Bn1 acl,·o.y by storm.

1 ••.·1

Yor : .

nr . Social, stage d

As ,, as suppo sed, Dea n to :~
i 11

J anuacr , 194 3 , wa s a

succ es s .
Dr . Farrar h a s th::. so 11 of a h aler and the c u rios i ty of a
In his off hours he has been wo rking on a serum
to ma ke wounds h eal more quickly. Presently, he Js conv inced
t ha t he has f ound something that ma y be of hel p in the fi ght
~~g a ins t cancer . T}iis sentm works c,P. guinea p igs , but 1·1i ll i t on
m?.n k ir.d? That is t h e bi z qu e s tion . WheTe can Dr . Farrar find
a human guinea pig? one 1vi. llin g to s a cri '"'ice hi s l ifr i f
n ece ssa ry? Such a person 1 al ks in t o the Doctor 1 s sanct um in th3
shc1.p e of lov ely Le · lanni n g , a l ahor a tory technician , who i1a.s
a h;r· "ble scar on her fac . 2

t r ue s cient ist .

On being .:i. sked 11hy r.e tuol on such a venture as D:r. Socia l,
Dean sai<l :
I h:1ve pl ay ed young h ero es , r.iiddl e - aged he-roes, young
vill a ins , middl e -aged vill ains , and c haract er men of all azes .
I alternate between l eads, heavies, a~d characters a nd no producer puts me ii1 a ny one cat ego r y . It makes i t much easier to
get a job. I li ke to he free to acc~?t any role I like or turn
do1,m any part . I chose my role in Dr . Soc ia l after r eading
many others . It h:is somet h · ng t o say . 3
Dean Jagger,

iv 10

is well 1~no1m to Bro:idway and to f ilm

audl enceJ is rill t onl y a personab l e man but a sincere and likeable
c1 ·ror.
It is never eas y to suggest to an aud .i.ence tha t you are
a. man of genius , no matter i n wha fie ld, but Mr. J agge - wins

1Le . li e Radda tz, TV Gu i.d ~ , Ap r il 18-24 , 196-1 , p . 98 .
2 Jctck O' lki a n, ~;cw Yor
p. /\-137.

Tele gr a m, February 11, 1 948 ,

3 Norm:i.n Cl ark , The Sun, Bal t.fr1ore, Janu~ny 28, 1 q4s, p .
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)·ou by his d ir ec t ness and, as the play moves to its cli ma x, by
1
the str'2n c, th of his fed i n\!
- .

ReaJy for

a change,

Dean turns to .caclio and enjoys it.

Under

t he dir ection o-f United Stat-.s Steel, he as sociates himsel f wi.th
Cl · ude Ra·ns, F. G. 1arshall, and June Dupre y to do a r adio play,
\'c1. ll ey Forge by Maxw 11 Anderson.

He th en moves on to do Daisy

'-:ayme ,'il-h Eth e l ~lerma.n.

Dean then decid ed to return to Holl)f\vood to 1mrk und er Jos eph

Lerner

1n

C-~!an .

The movie did not fare too well Lut he was then

si gned to wo r k under Darryl F . ZanuLk which prov d to be one of th e
highli ghts of his life .

The movie 1vas Twelve O'Clock High and th

highlight , and .A.cat emy A11ard for Dean.
The gripping story of Twelve O'Clock High is told in th e
si~p lest flashba k form as Dean Jagger, a ~ajar in the Ai r
Force , bicycle ~ out to the airport whe re ltc 11•as one of a vali an t
band of men who fought back against the Luftwaffe , the German
\i r Fore , during the worse d ays of tha Battle of Fcrt Britain .
It is the era when the Americans and British comb±ned t o take
the ofrcnsive by sweep ing down over the enemy in a series of
dai ly daytime raids . Dean Jagger starts a whole new career for
hi r.1,;;elf as a characte, man by playing the over-age major with
ch :Hm, 1,it and humo r . ''AmoHg the large supporting cast the standout j s 0ec1n J agger as a

d~ s k pushing, retired office ma jor who is a sort of Greek chorus in
7

the tragedy. ''J

'TwelvL O'Clock High is the greatest picture of 194 9,

the greatest picture ever made abou t th e Air Force, the film that
abo ve all others makes my heart surge with priJe for the courage of
1Elinor Hughe s , Boston Herald, January 28, 1948, p. 23.
?

·-rrz--t.nuck I s 12 0 ' Clock Hi gh, 11 llol l )n.~ood Re porter, December
21 , 19"19 , p . J 6 .

3otis L. Grundy, Jr. , 1 On The Screen,"
Tr i bune, J anuary 28, 1950, p. 25.

Ne1..;

York Jl eTald
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our American armed fcrcc s, ' ' as wa~ said by Harr i son Carroll in the
Los Angeles Ex nrcss , 1949 .

In an article by Edwin Scha llert, he

said, ,:oean Jagger ' s portrayal of Major Stovall in T\velve O' Clock
High is one th.at will clamor for an academy awa rd.

Jag ger's per-

fo rmance throu ghout is one of the most picturesque in years."
Hedda Hoppe r in the Los Ange l es Times, December 19, 1949, said:
Walter Huston took out his false teeth for Treasure of
Sierra ~ladre and got an osca r for his performance . Dean Ja gger
le ft off his toupe for T,,elve O' Clock Hi gh and will proba bly
get one too. Wonde r why the l ad ie s don't leave something off
besides clothes. A body beautiful gets wolf calls but not
Oscars.I
Twelve O'Clock tli gh was hai l ed as a succ ess everywhere, even
in En gland.

In a letter t o Dean Jagger from Lillian M. Purse,

London, England, she says :
Four days ag o Tv:e 1ve O' Clock Hi gh was shovm i.n I-on,fo n fl"'\r
the first ti me. It received unani mous acc l aim . In fact, the
critics c a lled i t one of the finest fil ms ever to have come
out of any film stud io anywhere . Personally, I think I hould go
even further than that . I found it to be comparab le only to t he
war a s r knew it, just th a t. It was ri ght; it Kas t he fai t hfu l
portrayal---;y-the dan gerous life in those days, a portra ya l made
possible br the sincere and intens e character stud ie s of its
actors. 2

lEdwin Scha l lert, •·schallert Porecas ts Academy Awards for
194 9 ,'' Los An ge l e s Times, January 15 , 1950 , page unknown.
2

Harold Heffernan, "Fi lm Hit for ...1ag ge r," The Eve r yday St.
Louis , February 9, ' 95 0 , va.:,e unknown .

CHAPTER IV
THE 1950 1 S

Along with the beginning of 1950 Dean had high hopes of possibly being nominated for an Academy Award for his part in Twelve

O'Clock High.

His dream ca.me true.

following people:

He was nominated along with the

Paul Douglas, Letter to Three Wives; Paul Stewart,

Champion; Guano Hernandey, Intruder in The Dust; Robert Keith, My
Foolis h Heart; James Whitmore, Battleground; Sir Ralph Richardson,
The Heiress.
In preparing for the Academy Awards ceremonies, Dean received
a letter from John Green, General Director of the 22nd Academy
Awards, telling him exactly what to do upon arriving at the Pantagcs
Theatre:
March 14, 1950
Mr. Dean Jagger
523 Avondale
Los .!\ngeles, 24, California
Dear Dean Jagger:
Congratulations again on your Academy Award nomination. The
very best of luck to you!
Mine is the admittedly difficult task of getting the Academy
Awards ceremonies not only on to the stage of the Panta ge s Theatre effectively, but also to a world-wide radio audience and to
the satisfaction of every newsreel camera in the business. I am
sure that you will be understanding and that you have a real desire, for the sake of all concerned, to help me make this an attractive evening.
There arc certa in items of procedure that have resulted from
endless hours of conference 1•,ith a truly hep production and
writing staff.
33
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TWelye QtClock High
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The 1949 Academy Awards
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1. You will be seated immediately adjacent to one of the t~o
center aisles leading to the stage.
2. If your name is called as a winner, will you please get
to the stage as ~uickly as possible.
3. Please, do not stop en route to accept congratulations.
4. The front row seats have been removed so that you can
comfortably walk to the stage stairway nearest your aisle. (See
enclosed diagram).
5. The presenter will be waiting for you with the Oscar directly beside the podiwn. Please walk directly to the presenter,
then acknowledge your applause with a brief bow, then shake hands
with the presenter before accep tin g the Oscar .
6. If you wish to acknowledge your A~ard verbally, will you
please step promptly be hind the podium and talk comfortably, directly front. There is a tiny microphone in each of the uprights
of the podium and you do not need to lean to either one. The ~e
new typ e microphones are extremely sensitive and wil l pick up
7our voi ce properly if you just stand up straight and t alk directly forward to the audience from your position behind the po dium--you need not even lean fon·ard. RH!EHBER TR T THE ;El'/SRHL
AND STI LL CAJ.!ERAS WILL BE ON YOU EVERY SECOND THAT YOU ARE 0~
STAGE!
7. We are pri marily a radio show and that red hand keeps traveling. Will rou be good enough to lim it your remarks of ackno1·i ledgment to 15 seconds maximum. I cannot impress upon you sufficiently ho~ hclpf~l you ca~ be in this dcp~rtrncnt. The :iming cf
such a show as this is enormously difficult and we just plain do
not have the air time to accommodate acceptance spe eches of over
15 seconds i n len gth.
8. Havi ng compl e ted your remarks of acceptance, will you
please exit the stage in the direction indicated by your pre senter. PLEASE DO NOT ATTEMPT TO RETURN TO THE AUDIWCE AT THIS

TIME .

9. Immediately upon exiting the stage you will be escorted
to the press and photography rooms downstairs backstage .
I crave your indulgence and understanding in r eading this
lntter. We have very difficult problems of production at the
RKO Pantages . Everything we are asking you to do is de si 2ned to
make this a greater evening for you. Won't you please heip us?
Again, all good luck to yo u and many thanks.
·
Johnny Green
General Director
22nd Academy
M-L1ch to Dean's delight he 1:eceived his Oscar and history
annotated an experience that very few people pass through.

As can be

seen in the picture of those with him--Brodcrick Crawford, Olivia
de Havilland, and Mercedes McCambridge ·--he '.\fas a very happy man.

The Awards for the night went as follows:

AWARDS
Production: "All The King's Men," A Robert Rossen Production, Columbia .
Actor: Broderick Crawford in "All The King's Men."
Actress : Gli -.,ia de Havi 11 and in "The Heiress," Paramount.
Su1Jporti ng Actor: Dean Jagger in "Twelve O'Clock High,"
20th Century Fox .
Suppo,t i ng J\.ctre ss: ~lcrcede.5 McCarnbridge in "All The King's
Men."
Dire ction: Joseph L, ~fankiewicz, "A Letter to Three WivC's, 1 1
20th Century Fox.
Writing (motion picture story): Douglas Morrm,·, 11 The Stratto!1
Story," ~!etro-GoldKyn-Mayer.
Wri t ing (best written screenplay): Joseph L. Mankiewicz, 11 A
Letter to Three Wives."
Writing (story and screenplay): Robert Pirosh,
"Battleground,'' Metro-Goldwyn-~!ayer.
Cin emato gra phy (blacl:-and-white): Paul C. Vogel,
"Batt legrour.d ."
Cinematography (color): Winton Hoch, "She Word A Yellow
P.ibbon, '' Ar gosy Pictures CoTporation, RKO Radio.
A:rt Direction (black-and-white):
Harry Horner, John Heehan,
11
Ths Hci r:} SS."
Art Direction (color): Cedric Gibbons, Paule Groesse,
"Littl e \\'omen,' ~letro-Gol d\vyn-~!ayer.
Set Decoration (black-and-white) : Emiie Kuri, "The
Heiress. ''
Set Decoration (color): Edwin B. Willia, Jack D. ~~ore,
"Little Wor:i e: r! . "
CostuQe Desi gn (black-and-white): Edith Head, Gile Steele,
"The Heiress.• ·
Cos t ume DPs ig n (color):
Leah Rhodes, Travilla, ~!a:-jorie
Best-,-" Adve,1t ur es o f Don Jua n," Warr.er Brothers.
Sou nd Record:'. n.£; : Thomas 7. ;,foulton , "T\,·el ve O'Clock High."
Fil m Editing : Harry Gersto.d, "Champion," Screen Plays
Corporation, Un i t ed Artists .
SpE·<.:i? l Effects: "Mighty Joe Young," ARKO Productions, Rm
Radio.
~bs i c (scoring dramatic or comedy picture): Aaron Copland,
"The He i ress."
Music (scoring musical picture): Roger Edens, Lennie Hayton,
"On The Town," ~!ctro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Music (song): Frank Laesser (lyrics and :nusic), "Baby, It's
Cold Outsi de" f ron "N eptune's Daughter , •· \[etro-Gol di,yn- Mayer.
Short Subj ects (cartoon): "For Scent-I:nental Reasons,"
Warner Brothers.
Short Subj ects (1-reel) : "Aquatic House-Party,' ' Paramount.
Short Su bjects (2-reel): "Van Gough," Cinema Distributors.
Docwncnt ary (short subject): "A Ch:mce To Live,'' March of
Time, 20th Century-Fox. "So Much For So Little," Warner
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Brothers Cartoons, Inc.
Documcntarv (feature length):
Informa t ion Services.

"Daybreak in Udi," British

SPECIAL AWARDS
"The Bicycle Thief" (Italian), voted by the Academy Board of
Governors as the most outst and· ng foreign language film released
in th e United States during 1949 . Burstyn.
Bobby Dr isco ll, a s the outstanding juvenile actor of 1949.
Fred Astaire, for his unique artistry and his contributions
to the technique of musical pictures.
Cecil B. DeHille, distinguished motion picture pioneer, for
37 years of brilliant showmanship.
Jean Her sholt, for distinguished service to the Motion
Picture Indus try.
SCIENTI FIC AND TECHNICAL AWARDS
Eastman Kodak Co., for the development and introduction of an
improved safety base motion picture film.
Loren L. Ryder , Bruc e H. Denney, Robert Carr and the
Paramount Stud io Sound Department, for the develop~ent and application of the supersonic playback and public address system.
M. B. Paul, for the first successful large -area seamless
transl ucent backgrounds.
Herbert Br itt , for the development and application of
f0rmula~ and equipment producing artificial snow and ic e for
dres sing notion p i ct ure sets .
Andre Coutant and Jackques fathot, for the design of the
Ecl air Ca.merette .
Charles R. Daily, Steve Csillag and t he Paramount Studio
Engin eering, Editorial and . lusic Departments, for a new
precision me thod of computing va ri able tempo~click tracks.
Internati ona l Projector Corp., for a simplified and selfadjust ing take-up device for projection machines.
Alexander Ve lchoff, for the pp:ication to production of the
1
infrared photographic evaluator.
Dean was swamped with telegram3 and the newspap ers were full
of Dean's ovations.

A letter from Harold Sursher of United Press

A5sociations read:
Dear Dean Jagger:
I'm sure the evening's top applause, wh ich accompanied your
trek t o the stage Thursday night, mu st have been very heartwarminf to you and your lovely Gloria.
1
Paul Michac1 _The Academy Awards: /\ Pictorial History
(New York: Crown Pub 11shcrs, 1972), p. 162.
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I'd say it was a deserved tribute to your exceptional perfonr:anc e , and to you as a decent citiz en.
Don't bother acknow led ging this. I just want to let you
know you thoroughli dese r ve the Oscar and am happy to be among
your well-wishers.
A telegram from Henry King, director, read:

Dear Dean,
Heartiest congratulations and I know ev eryone connected with
Twel ve O'Clock Hi~h joins me in this sincere wish . Thanks for
your kind thought when you received the Os car. Let's do it
again .
Henry

2

A telegram fro r.i Ginger Rogers read:

winning Oscar .

"Am so happy over your

Wa r mest congratulations. 113

A telegram from Kirk Douglas read:

"I was awfully pYoud of
.

you up t h ere an d so was everyone else -- Congratulat1ons.

Dean seemed to give everything for his Oscar.
wrote:

11

4

Hedda Hopper

"Jagger had adopted a 2-month-old baby daughter named Diane. 115
In an article in The Compa ss,it read:

For sale: thr ee or four toup ees , us ed but in good condition.
The sell er is Dean Jagger who has carved a whole new career for
himself by tossing away his hair piece. "It's wonde rfu l not to
wear tha t darn th ing anymore . It was alot of troubl e to glue
on and my head got hot underneath it.6
1

Harold Sursher, Let ter, United Press Associations, Ma rch 25,
1950, Dean Jagger Collection, Manuscript Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.
2
Henry K.
.
) , Telegram, Marc h 24 , 1 95 0, Dean
·1ng (d 1rector

Jagger Coll ec tion.

3G·
in ger Rogers, Telegram, Nestern Union, Dean Jagger
Collection.
4

Kirk Douglas, Telegram, We stern Union, Dean J agger
Collection.
S11cdda Hopper, Los Angeles Times, March 29, 1950.
6rh c Compass, March 14, 1950.
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Even though great attempts \-'ere made to make the Academy
Awar<ls perfect for Dean, ultimately something had to go wrong.

H,..dda

Hopper in the Lo s Angeles Times wrote:
Dean Jagger called the morning after he had won his Oscar.
Incidently, Oe3n got the biggest 2pplause of the evenin g . In
fact, he got two ovations. "Why didn't you come to the party at
Romanoff' s?"
\\·as there a party?" said Dean . Seems hts studio,
which gave him his party, forgot to tell him about it.~
11

Even though Dean mis sed the party it was still one of the greatest
highli ghts of his life, and deserved ly so.
Winning an Academy Award did not s low Dean do,m at all.

On

the contrary, he kept as busy as ever.

He finished out 1950 Kith

two more movies, Sien·a and Dark City.

In Sierra, Dean had the

opportunity to 1wrk with Bur l Ives and Audie Murphy.
"Charlton Heston 1 s film debut. 112

Dark City was

The acting was good but the story

was bad..
In 1951, Dean did another two movies of which both were \\·e l 1
receiv ed.

He renewed old acquai ntances with Tyrone PO\,·er in RaKhide .

"Dean Jagger plays t he role of a small town we st ern bac.l man--a horse
thief 1•1 ho steals only one horse.

He is a petty thief who makes off

.

with a pair of Tyrone PoKer's shoes althcugh t hey don't fit him .~
He next worked with Ed1nond 0 1 Brien in Warpath, produced by Na t l-!ol t .
~So -i John was D~ar1 's first movie of i 952.
1

directed and produced by Leo McCai-y.
Robert Walker and Van Heflin.
1

He \.;orked with Helen Hayes,

An article in the

ew York Times rea<l:

Hcdda Hopper, Los Angeles Times, March 27, 1950.

2
3

It was WTi tten

Bosley Crowther, New York Times, October 9, 1950, p. 40.

rv

Guide, ,luly 21, 1974, p. A-28.
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Dean Jagger i s disturbing as her husband - -a man fir ed
with passiono.te zea l s o thJ.t he sings th::i.t old •·uncle Sammy''
number JS though he were a Nazi singi_ng the "Horst Wessel"
song, and yet is possessed of sentiments of the most humble
and affectionate sort.I
Dean then did another movie with Edmond O'Brien, The Denver
On Th e Rio Grande.

The movie didn't do much as fa r as box office

receipts but Dean did a fine acting job .

His next was It Grows On

Trees, and again Dean's reviews were very good.
said:

The New York Times

''The most pung ent contributions come from Mr. Jagger and
.,2

Edith Me iser.

A big spectacular was brough t to the screen in 1953 with the
power to outgross the other movies of its time.

The Rob e was its

na me and it had an overabundance of stars to ~a ke it really great.

Ric hard Burton and Jean Si mmons led the cast but suppo r ting them
were also grea t stars , Victor ~ture, Michael Rennie, Richard Boone,
and others.

Dean did such a good job in his role of Justus that

the News Sentinel said:

"Colur.1bia City's Dean Jagger may win the

Academy Award for the portrayal of a holy man in The Robe. 113
Dean was ah·ays a busy man but to make himse l f even busier,
h::: took up the media of television, and up and coming industry in
195 2 .

Hi s first pro duct i on was a guest star on "Gulf Pl ayho use ,"

Decembe r S, 1952.

Thi s was to be the start of a long and successful

career on television.
1

Bosley Crowther , Ne w York Ti mes, April 9, 1952, p . 27,

co 1. 1.
2
3

.
H. l l.1., New York Times , November 29, 1952, p. 27 , co l. 1.

Lloyd Dougl as , The
October 10, 1953, p. 1'1.

Ne\./S

Sentinel, Fort

l\'ayne,

Indiana,
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Compar-atively speaking, 1953 was

3.

slow year fo!" Dean

bec ause he only did one movie that year which is very r are for him.
Under the direction of Charles Bennett, he took on the part of
"Pa' 1 in

o Escape .

The production starred Lew Ayres and Marjorie

Steele.
The year 1954 found Dean in one of the biggest money-making
musi cals of all times.

In White Christmas he had the opportunity

to work with Bing Cros by and Danny Kaye.

The movie itself has been

sho1m at least every Christmas since 1952.
Irving Berlin's "White Christmas" introdu ced in HolidP..y
Inn in 1942, became an instant hit and as perennial a Christmas
carol as "Silent . ·ight ." It was so popular, in fact, that in
19S4 another movie, l\'hite Ch ristma s, was built entirely around
it--and bec~me the biggest money-making musical of all time,
having brought in some $15,000,000 at last count. 1
~ad Day At Black Rock brought a new twist to westerns.

"This was the era when the hero always had a handicap to overcome as
well as the villain.

In Bad Day At Bl ack Rock, the hero has only one

arm to fight with. 112

Dean played opposite Spencer Tracy and Robert

Ryan as

a

heavy, 1,;hich, by the way, he very rarely did.

Private Hell Thirty Six was his next movie where he worked
with Ida Lupino, an old friend.

The rest of the year Dean kept

busy with Executive Suite, a film with an all-star cast:

Wi lliam

Holclen, June Allyson, Barbara Stanwyck, Frederic 1arch, Walter
Pidgeon, Dean Jagger, Shelley Winters and Tim Considine.
Also in 19S4 Dean was in two TV-produced movies.

was Blind Fury under the auspices of "Video Theatre ."
!Gary Jennings, The ~~vie Book (New York:
1963), p. 126.

2 Ibid., p. 95.

His first

"A railroad

The Dial Press,
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agent in a remote signal station possesses a secret he dare not
Dean stars in this episode. 111

reveal.

"Cavalcade of America" pre-

sented Night Call where Dean stars with Sheila Bromley.
depicts a 'day in the life of a doctor.

The movie

1112

The year 1955 found Dean as busy as ever.

He worked with

Jeff Richards in It's A Dog's Life, Sterline Hayden in The Eterna l
Sea, and with Rory Calhoun i n Red Sundown.

It seems almost impossible

that on e man coulJ do so much.

Few people have been as busy as Dean

during the period of one year.

What makes him an extra sp ecial

person i s the fact that he has been doing this about every year
since 1928.
But Dean was only beginning.
movies and more t elevision.

The year 1956 brought him more

He did On The Threshold of Space \dth

Guy Madison and did a starring role opposite Jose Ferrer in The
Great Man.

Bosley Crowther of the New York Times wrote:

This, you can see, is very s imi l a r to the beginning of
Citiz en Ka ne . " And so are initia l devel opments, as the
reporter detects that t he deceased wa s not a saint. From the
dead man 's press agen t , business manage r , employer and ex girlfriend, he discovers that this nati on a lly worshi pped ''idol 11
of t he a i rwaves was strictly a heel. Thi s verbally impa rted
expos i t ion l eaves oar man mi l dly a1Jazed.
But ti1e thing that re all y disturbs hilil is the accumulati ng
indication that hi s radio sponsors are col d- blo od edly determined
to pcrpetu2.te the tawdry myt h of the "great nan." Know ing,
as he doe s, the dark t ruth they still mean to go ahead--and
even fake a great dea l-- wit h a monst r ously mawkish memoria l program.
3
Here this picture parts company from ''Citizen Kane."
11

111 TV Highlights,'' New York Times, i,lay 20, 1954 , p. 4.

2

Ibid., Ma y 7, 1954, . p. 32.

3James Povrers, Va riet y , Dc:in Jagger Coll ec tion.
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Three Brave Men
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In television, Dean ,orkcd with Dan Duryea to do a spot on
the

1

20th Century Fox Hour.· ~ They te amed up

Rangers to <lo Smoke Jumpers.

.JS

United States Fores t

lie then \\·orked with "Caval cade Theatre' '

to do Night Call.

Dean always was fascinated in the science fiction movi e
mainly be cause of the comment that they offered.

In 1957, Dean

trork.ed with a British production to do X The Unknown .
the s tarr in g role and received very good r ev iews.

He played

James Powers of

Variety is one of many that is quoted as saying that ''Dean J agger
give s a good performance." 1

The premise of the producti on is that an unknown phenomenoP
issu es fo rth from a fisher in th e earth and begins to seek a ll
forms of atomic radiation. Jagger is the chief sc ientis t at an
atomi c res earc h station nearby and he is called upon to evaluate
tite unk.noim quantity. It turns out to be 2. kind of mob ile mass
that must have additional atomic ener gy to feed on and ~nits
search for energy it destroys any ht1mans it comes upon.~
Dean then worked with Barbara Stanwyck and starred in Fo rty
Guns .

It was \\T i tten, produced and directed by Samuel Ful ler.

He

then Kor ked with 20th Century Fox t o do Bernadine and Three Brave
-1en.

In T ree Brave 1,len he starred \\'i th Ray llil l and and Ernest

Borgnine, a very c lose friend.
Dean.

Three movies were not enough for

H~ contractc j wi t h the Zane Grey Theatre to do Th ey ~e r e Fou r

for television.
The Proud Rebel in 1953 offered Dean a part as a villain.
11

In search of a do c. tor to he l p his mute son ,

a

Civil \1'ar vet (Alan

Ladd) becomes involv ed in the battle of a farm owner (Olivia
1
James Powers , Variety, Dean Jagger Co l lec t ion,
2 Ibid.
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de havillan<l ) to keep her land.
performed."

Deeply moving, exccllc11tiy

1

Dean ha s worked with just about eve ry actor there is to
speak of an<l so why not includ e Elvis Presley.

So he did,

in

the

movie King Creole.
The opportunity to work with pretty women was always a
highlight in Dean ' s life.
great joy.

/1.udrey llepburn in The Nun's Sto ry was a

And whe n Dean is happy he is capable of :iear pe r fec t ion.

Bosle y Crohrther attests to this:
as the father of the young nun. 112

"Dean Jagger is tender and affecting
T 1-e ~, un I s Story 1·:as very wel l re-

ceived.
Quietly, beautifull y and sensitively, it images and describes
the entrance of the heroine int o a nunnery a nd the stages by
which she comes to her f inal vows . Through the mouth of n mot her
superior , h·hom Edith Evan!-- po,.•:erful l y pl. ctys , it a !·t:i.i:':.ll ates the
philosophy ar.d spiritual stress in the formati on of a nu n-- the
purposes of the rules of silence, obedience, poverty and chastity,
and the point of the most difficult surrender of l iberty,
memorie s and ~ill .
For the subsequent narrat ive of this picture, wh i ch litera ll y
and vividly conveys the young nun as a nurse to t he Belgian
Congo and puts her through harsh exper i ences th ere, expands in to
a scorching expos iti on of a deep l y personal and rrivate tug -o f ~ar between a wish to respect th e ingrained discip l ine and n
spirit to rebel in the young nun.3
Television in 1959 a lso took alot of Dean's ti me.
The Dart Side of the Earth
auspices of " Pl ayho use 90. 11

wj

He Jid

th Van He flj n,

It was under t! e

He also did t he

11

Lorett c1 Young Sho1·1."

1TV Guid e , October 9, 1974, p. A-67.
2

Bosley Cro1•,ther, r ;1e New York Times, June 19, 1959 .

3 Ibid.
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Being an Academy Award winner has a tendency to make a
person hard to get along with because of the amount of notoriety
receive d but this seems to have oassed over Oean.
as ever and never takes advantage of the situation.

He works as hard
I am sure th at

is one reas on he has contracted so many parts and has been successful
at most all of them.
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The Honeymoon Machine

CHAPTER V
lrlE 1960' s

The 1960's will be classified as "Th ~ Television Ye:irs,

11

mainly because t he ma jority of Dean's contributions and awards are
associat ed with this dec ade .

Even though he did mos tly t elevision,

he still keeps up \~ith the movie industry.
started out with two in 1960.

As a matter of fa..:t, he

He worked with Burt Lancast er in

Elmer Gantry ~hich was a great success.
The Gantry ,,e see now is not ordained B::ipt ist, 1•!etboilis t
or ru1y other sect, but an expert spiel~r and a lu~ty, rib1ld
drummer who sees 3. good thing in Sister Sharon F::ilu:111-: r's
evangeli ca l troupe a nd cons his way :i.nto her te nt-t:1b12rnacie,
he r graces and her hear t. ~nd in focusing cnly on t~is period
in Gantr y 's peripa-r:etic career , Mr. Brooks has given poi; :t :-rn<l
action to the sprawling , coGtentious wcrk that was the novel. 1

In the same year, D€'3.n joined forces wi-ch Ja:nes Gc1rn,:-:r to
do Cash ;\lcC:.i li.

In 1961, Dean played the part of ~n ,;clmhal :.nd _ wT:·d eci
father in The Honey:noon •lachine .
Steve ~kQueen ano BrJ.~id Bazlcn fall .ir, 1ov(~. ,\;:
admiral's daup,h~t~·, she Lates r~av/ :neE, c!ot"sn't k,10h' 5,cvc's
one. The fil m's title re£2rs to ;.11: e1,:-c :.. -:-<'.":nic c0mpui::~r
:.board 3 :-./avy vessel. Steve (Sgt. fe,guson] and s01,1e ;'
h is buddies decid~ to rig the ga~g~t to beat a r oul ette
wheel in a ca ino in Venice, Italy, wh ~ te a ~issile trnck~~g
miss1on has taki!E Steve's ship . R.or.i3n C<.': re.1r s its tovely
it cad for St eve in ti1c perso n of ~rigid Be: ;: l C!1 . 1

1W.

H. Weiler, New York Times , 1960, Dean .J agger Cullt·cti.o ri.

~Aaron Jorc·m' New York Timcs_ 1 August 27, 1961, p. 2S.
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Parrish was the next movie and it deemed itse lf not too
exciting for De an.

The main reason for this was because of th e lack

of dis cipl ine in the cast.

He was quoted as saying:

I did a picture with Troy Don ahue- -that blond ignora mus .
Th ere were six of them in it--totally undi sciplined. They
didn't know their lines (a cardinal sin for an actor . ) He
countered that Na talie Wood lik e1"1se worked under the same
type conditi ons, but she worked and rose above i t. l\'hether
I'm good or not, I fight hard to be good . I'll fight hard
to get tha t which is good, that Khich i s honest. 1

Dean ends up the year with a couple of appearances on t e le vision.

He s tarn,c! in Rod Serling's " 1\"ilight Zone" doing an

episode called Static .
unusual things.

TI1is 1-.·as a story about a radio that die!

Dean also did a special with Robert Emhardt called

Our American Heritage concerning the surrender at Appomatox.
Jumbo, Box Office picture of the year for 1962,
Cean's 1·st .

was

next on

"Jumbo pl ayed in the Hippodrome just before it wen t

out of business .

Dean won the Box Office Blue Ribbon award in

January, 1963, for his portrayal as John

oble in Billy Rose's

1

•Tum b o. ,,2
Dea.n's next engagement was with "G . E. Thea::re"

1n

the

episode Miste r Doc 1vhere he played a pharrr.acist .
The year 1963 was to be one of Dean's biggest years ever.
He started out sta rring in the ":\lfrcd Hitchcock TI,e2.tre" in th e
episode, 11,e Sto.r Juror.

Torn the big opportunity came .

He 1vas

1

Richard Shull, "Hoosier Dean Jagger Never Really l.e:f~ Us,''
11,e In dianapolis TLmes, November 10, 19 63, p. 2.
2

Takcn frorr. an award in Dean Jagger's poss ession.
Jagger Collection.

Dean
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asked to join up with James Franci sc~s to do a television series
entitled ~!r. Novak.

Mr. Novak is a teacher, pJ3ycd by Jame s franciscus, who
comes to work in a mythical high school i n a mythical city,
under Principal Albert Vane, pla,cd by Dean Jagger. The first
show was shot in John ~1arsha 11 High School here, giving careful
credit as 'guest stars' to 1,000 ~larshall students.
It was devised by write r -producer, E. Jack. euman and director, Boris Sagal, \•,ho tramped through h:i .~h schooJ s a lJ over
the country and i!""!tcrvie 1..1ed hundreds of t ·a.::hcrs , pri,1cipals
and stuJ01ts for material.
'lle'rc tryin g to be sc rupulcusly hones t,' \•:ays Netimn n.
'And we 've had no resistan~e. They say make the show~ as
true as you can . Student problems will be as real as ~e can
make them.I
One fine actor does not necessarily make one grea t
televi sion series. Nor can one serious actor even assure us
of one reasonable good series.
But he can try. And that one actor who is going to put
everything he has int o making a series Sily some t hi ng on your
small screen in the nH1 season \vill be Dean Jagger.
Of course, he <leliberately chose to associate himself with
a project that has the potential of being enterta ln in ~. whi l e
at the same t ime contributing a much nced~d ingred i ent to
weekly viewing. He know what he 1.,,as doir.g when he s6.id 'y es'
after they asked hi.m to play the high schco l principaJ, Albert
Vane, in NBC -TV's hours dramatic series, '~Ir. Novak' in the
fall.
Already the, ational Educa~ion Association of the United
St ated has officjally given its full support to ~. Novak,
after some of the leading educators views the pilot film. 2
Nearly every maga zine, ne1, spaper, and any other source that
reviews television praised the series greatly.

TI1e ma i n reaso;-i

for the pra 1se though was beca1!s e of the high qua lity of talent bej_ng
contributed by Dean Jagger.
The first and foremost fine feather in the BC c3p of
Mr. Novak is Dean Jagger. He is a performer of stature, taste,
1

cecil Smith, "llie 1V Sc0ne,
1963, part l V.
2

11

Los AngE:lcs Times, July 2,

Arlene Garber, "1V Time," Citizen 'cws, June 10, 1963.
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experience, a 'round' actor of prot ean modern talents, and,
fin ally, intelligence.
Jagger is the sh ow's 'father image ' \,ith a differ ence.
His _performi ng sfyle is natural and honest with no method
acting nonsense.
Mr. Novak, on the face of it, seems to have everything--

MGM production, slickness, intelli gent, sharp writing, and a
fin e cast including th e veteran, Dean Jagger as the high
school princ ipa l and James Franciscus as Mr . Novak. Everyone
who has a teenager, is one, or knows one, will be able to
ident ify with this.2

TI1is promises to be on e of the outstanding series on
televi sion and has appeal fo r both adult and teenager. Mr.
ovak is a series of dramatic and emotional appea l with plenty
of script potential.3
As the series continued it became more and more popular
until finaily, it was rated number one, even over Bonanza.

In another of this paper's continuing monthly su rveys ,
Mr . Novak placed first in popularity over Bonan::a, the
reigning champ. TV Poll List: Mr. \ovak, Bonan:a , Dick
Van Dvke, Beverly Hi l lbillies, Dr. Kildare, Per:-v ~la son,
The l-ugi ti ve , TI1e ue fenders, ..\ndy Griff i c:h. !-'3ss1wrci, l:ien
Cas ey, The Virginian, Gunsmoke.
Dean received many letters telling him of his great contrjbutions to the show.

There is not room to put a 11 the letters 1n

this work, but the followin g is an example of a t)~ical letter
receiv ed by Dean.
1
Jack O'Brian , "This One Won ' t Be A Dropout," New York
Journa l - American, September 25, 1963 .
2
3

4

Ron Cochran, T.V. Guide, Septemb er 14, 1963, p . 24.
Terry Keegan, ABC News Line, Summer, 1963, p. 2.

Bob Hull, "T.V. Talk," Les Angeles Hcral<l Ex::uniner,
J anua ry 13, 1964.
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Dear Dean,
You were sin~ly rnagnificant! You carried the play.
Your sureness of touch gave a professional standard to
what could have been a confused presentation. It was a
good scri pt and your handling made it even better. 1
When intervic-wed by ~lar ion Purcelli concerning his feelings
toward television, Dean said:
business .

It is not a craftsman ship that I had known on the stage

and in films .

part o f

"Television is a n ew part of ou:-

.

1t

. ''

2

But it is important and that's why I wanted to be a
And he was a part of it, a ve r y important part,

iir.portant enou gh that he was nominated for an Emmy Award
portrayal of Albert Vane, principa l in Mr.

ovak.

foL

his

Re grettably, he

did not win the award but was decorated with many other honors.

Dean

was the co-winne r of the 1963 George Foster Peabody Award, an honorary life membership in the National Association of Secondary School
Principals, and even more important, a place in th e living room of
millions of loyal fans that loved and admired him.
Toward th e end of 1964, Dean fell ill because of aggravated
ulcers and hacl to withdraw from the show .
Dean Jagger has asked for and been granted release fro m
his co-starring ro le in Mr. Novak series on the advice of
his physician . Jagger has suffered recurrence of an ulc er
that bothered hi m last season. He has been order ed to take a
comJ, lctC' re t until full recovery of th e ailment. 3
1

Letter fro m Reader's Digest Editor, September 25, 1963.
Dean Jagger Collection.
2

Marion Purc e lli, "St artime, '' Waco Tribune He r a ld, December

15, 1963.

3

Richard Doan , "Dean Jagger Quits Mr. Novak," New York
Jl crald Tribune, December 3, 1964, p. 6.
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So someone had to be found that cou)d take over effectively
the role vacated by Dean.

It would be very hard to do .

After looking

long and hard, they found a person who could possibly fill the part.
Burgess Meredith hos been named th e new princip3l of
J efferson High Schoo l on Mr. Nov~k. He is to succeed Dean
Jagger who has wi thdra1vn from the role . 1
~ruch to everyone's dismay, the combination did not wo r k and
the audience began lesi11g Jnterest and at the end of 1964, the

series had to cancelled.

It was too bad that the series went a ll

the way from the nurr.ber one rated show on television to having been
terminated in the same year, but it goes to show you the power that
one talented man has over mil lions.
Dean took a little time off to recuperate from his ulcers.
Then in 1965, he returned and did a movie with Elvis Presiey called
Stay Away, Joe.
In 1966, Dean left to do a spot on th e series The Fugitive,
with David Janssen.

It seernd like Dean was slowing down but we

need to remember that he was sti 11 not fully recovered from his
illness.
Tile year 1967 was another slow year for Dean where he acted
i:1 only one movie.
First to Fight.

He worked wit h Chad Everett and Gene Hackman in

As always is with the movies in which Dean concerns

h i mself, they seem to make money.

Maybe th ey are not the best knO\vn

but they u:rn1lly always con1e out on top.

With Dean 3t full streng th ag3in, he pl~ nn d to take on a ll
he could.

1

He first did Day of the Evil Gun with Glenn Ford.

Val Adams, New York Times, December 9, 1964, p. 30 .

The
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part that Dean pl3ycd in the movie was a simple-minded peddler and
as one reviewer put it, "Dean ha s too much talent to be wasted in
such a bri e f appearance. 111
TI1e next part Dean took included only one oth er person:

that of a pretty woman whom he was courting.
1

Her name was Etta.

Val Adams, New York Times , January S, 1968, p.

CllAPTER VI
Tl-IE 1970 1 S

As Jagger is 65, and has collected about all the honors a
supporting player can get, why does he want to go on? Why not relax and enjoy life'? ' 1 Because I'd miss vorking and I'd get
lone ly !" Jagger said. "I've been fortunate. I love to liv e and
my life has been good. I don't booze and 1 don't smoke because
I like t o live. 11

1

Dean has decided to vary his career a little by doing some ga~e
shows and som e commercials.

His first commercial was for Alka

Seltzer called "No Other Tablet."
I'm Dean Jagger. When the makers of Alka Seltzer bring out a
new tablet for heartburn and acid indi gestion , a tablet you
chew--you know it's going to work--because th ey r ea lly know your
stomach .
This is it - -Alka 2.
You are going to feel a big difference with Alka 2. It chews
and melts fast. So it goes to Kork fast on your heartburn. In
fact, no other chewable tablet works faster or more effectively
than Alka 2.
And another difference. Alka 2 isn't dry or gritty. It has
a cool, creamy tast e.
Things move so fast th ese days. We eat on the run--und er
pr cssure--it's no wonder we ge t heartburn.
Now we've go t Alka 2. The one you chew. From the people who
really know your stomach.After the commercial, Dean and his wife paired together to do
a game show,

ame of the Game.

Doing game shows and commercials, you

would think that Dean \,as not able to get anything else.
was not the case,
1

But that

After the commercial, he acted in Vani s hin g Point

Charles E. Pike, National Tatt l er, January, 1970.

2

Taken from a rehearsal script, Dean Jagger Co l lection.
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\d t h Barry Newma n anJ Cl ec:von Li ttJ e .
t e l e vis ion s lots.

Il e th e n 11·ent o n to do ma n:

He h e l ped 1,:i t h a pil ot called The Storefront

La,,;yers.
The pj lot show concerns 2 l · t t le home ,mer, Dean Ja gge r, 1, ho
kills ;:i. business tyco on b ecause the tyc oon st ole his house .
Ja gger t s w.i f e , C;irr.1en 1athe1-1s , f inds t he Storefront Lawyers a:~d
the kids decide to d efend Ja gger . During the courtroom sc~nc ,
w:1 ich \Y-a s very He ll don e , i t is who ·m tha t the b ig bus ines s t ycoon, through a seri e s of lo ng manipulations, rea lly d i cl ex plo it J ::::gger out of his house . Hy the time they are through, the
1.•1ho lc
courtToom i.s th r illed t hG.t a l itt le homeowner h a s be:t n
th e sys tem. 1

The mov l0 its e lf was not received very 1>1e ll but Dean w. s
pn1.ise<l for his p a rt .in i t .

He then went on to do a spec ial with

Glen Ford ce:illed Cro th erho od of Th e Be ll.
we 1 and received many good re vi ews.
about it.

11

This was receiv ed very

Gl en Ford was very excit ed

1 never 1wrked und c:1· betteT conditi ons , 11 said Ford.

"Karp's s cr ipt is a beauty; a marve lou s 111an name d Paul Wendkos

dire ct ed it , a nd the profe ssion als on that set with Dean Jagger and

Wi.11 Ge er were rem a rkable . 112
Dean ' s la s t endeavor of the year was the ser ies •~tt Linc o ln
with Vince Edwards.

He was in th e episode called ''Angie. "

The year 1971 was f ul.l for Dean also.
Franci sco was h i s first.
son .

Incident in San

This shO\~· was a pilot for the 1971- 7 2 s ea -

" t '$ a t e l cv is .. on r.iovie about a r ep ort er (Chr is toph er

1 suc Cameron , Reporter, September 16, 1970.
Collection.
2 Cec i1 Smith, T .V. Times , 1970, p. 10.

Coll ection.
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Conne J ly) 11·ho tr ies to prove the innocenc e of a n acc,ised murderer
(Richard Kiley ). 11 1
Again the series <li.d not fare too \~e ll, but Dean was praised ;

"I t is always a pleasure to 1vatc h the intens ity Ja gger can get into
3.

ro l e rnen°; ly by staT i n g at a fello\·.' acto r .
Bonanz2.

\ v3. S

his next vent ure ,

Ile

J.S

ver fi ne. 11 2

playir.g th e part "of a r etired

genera] being considered fo r th e governorship.

There is o ne cli ssi -

de,,t, a pers istant rep ort er 1,ho is certain th e general is gui lty of
murd e r . 113

The episode wa s cal led " Sha1.,rdow of a Hero . '

Dean 's next ventur e was very rewarding for him and the viewing a:.idjence .

He worked ,~ ith th e PaTtrid ge Family in doing "Don ' t

Bd n g Your Guns To To wn, Santa."

ho Partridge Fami ly has a pretty, fun, and n ice Chri stmas
shm,; . The family , e n route home for Christma s , has bus t r oub l e
in a glto s t town inhabi ted by che er fol Dean Jagger . He tells
th em a story of the magical silver be ll which aJways brou ght
Sc nta to t o•.m on Christma s , and a s h e tells it , we se':! th e
story wi th var,ous Partridg es enacting it . 4
Dean r e ceived a letter from La rry Ros en, the produc e!' o f th e
sho w, congrat ul at ing horn on a good j ob:
Dear

Ir. J agger ,

'Charl .- e the Pros p ector" has becor;1e one of th e h·armest and
most sensit i v e c haracters ever created for t he Part rid0 e Fa□ ily .
It is n' t often that we walk out of "D:iili c sf! with t ea r s i n ouT
eyes . To a man we were all p rofou nd ly moved by your perfo rm -

ance.
1 TV Guide , January 29, 1975, p . A-29.
2cn.l ~lnrding, The Holl ywoocl Repo rt er ,

·l;.1 rc h 3, 1971.

3rv Guide, re b ruar y 21, 197 1, p . A-10 .
4 n r Sc out, Friday , Decer.1ber 17, 1971.
Coll~ction .
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Thank you Mr. Jagger for bringi:1g your exccpU or.al 'ta J.ents !:.o
our series.
lfarmest regards,

1

Dean's last television movie of the year was The Glass House.
It was written by Trwnar. Capote and made at the Utah Pris 011.

Not

only was it good but it was considered a television masterpiece.
The Glass House is the most powerful movie made for television . CBS shou l d be cor.gratulatcd for having the guts t o pu:
it on the air without cutting it to shreds. Wit hout a doub t,
this movie will have more effect in bringing about prison reform tha13 any nwnber of riots or c!ei:lonstrations around the
country. Grjm portTait of prison life , both fro m i n.mates ' and guards'
viewpoints , is unhesi tantly drawn by diTector Tom Gries .
_
Williams, Jagger, Hylands, and Bell are especially excellent.~
De l uhi Bureau was next showing Dean a victim of a stroke and
confined to a wheelchair no t able to talk.
dialogue, his acting w::i.s superb.

Even though he had no

The show was a tel evision pilot

about a top secret im·estigative agency missing planes.

The name c f

the episode \,as the "Terror Brol<-er Project."
The series, Alias Smith and ,iones, was next with Dean in th e
episode "Only Three To A Bed" by John James.

Dean then 1,:orked with

Peter Falk in Colombo to do "Sudden Death Payoff" by John D. Duggan.
He always ePj3yed variety in his life so he rook on David Carradine
1

Larry Rosen, Correspondence with Dean Jagger.
CoJlection .
2

Dean Jagger

Raymond Moreley, Salt Lake Trib:me, November 17, 1971.

3
vari e ty, February 7, 1972.
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in th e quick moving series, Kung Fu.

The episode was called "Dark

Angel."
Now
a

at th e age of

little, but not De an .

in thee series Shaft:.
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He

you would think that he wou ld slow down
joined Richard Roundtree to do an episode

He had a three-day contract with ~IG~! for doing

the show \•1 hich gav E: him $3,500.

Not bad for three days' work.

He

then aiain joined with his wife, Etta, to do a ga.1ie shm,1 , It's Your
Bet.

The producer, Ray Horl , thought they were great:
Dear Dean and Etta,
Your re~cnt appearance on "It's Your Bet" had to h2.ve been
absolutely sensational. I enjoyed working with the t1-·o of you so
much, and hope that you ~ill come back and do our show again .
Thank you again.
Ray Harl

1

~luch to my surprise as I was doing my research, I ran ,1pon
an articl e fro,n the Salt Lake Tribun e that said:

"One year ago Dean

Jagger had a heart attack so debilitating that he had to go into extensive therapy to regain his speech.

Even now he must confine his

professio na l activ ities to projects that invo lve on ly abbrev i at ed
shooting schedules. ' '

2

This is very surprising mainly because I don't

know what year he would have had time tc have had a heart att ack .

It

is tru e that in his everyday speech th ere is a slight defect, but
when he is doing a show it vanishes completely and portrays his parts
almost perfectly.
1

A proof of his still near perfect ability came out

Ray Harl, Correspondence with Dean Jagger, Dean Jagge r Col-

lecti on.
2

Dean Jagger, Intervi ew.
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in I !learn The Owl Call Hy Name .

Dean co-stars with Tom Courtenay as

the Bishop helping the younger man overcome the hard problems of life.
The title is derived from an Indian l egend that the owl call
is a person's name before he dies and the story relates the young
pri est's discovery and accept ance of a simple and honest l ife
deeply rooted i~ a beautiful and sharing tradition. Dean Jagger
is outstanding.
This television movie brought with it hi gh acclaim from the
vie·.,ing aud i ence and many praises for Tom Courtenay and Dean .
Dean's next and l as t show of 1973 was The Hanged Pan, a Bing
Crosby television production.
Sharon Acker.

The show stars Steve Forrest and

"Miraculously surviving his own execut ion, a gun-

slinger get s a r epr ieve.

ow a wand erer , he finds himself protec ting

a young widow from a ruthless silver baron bent on acquiring her
.
2
mine ."

In 1974 , one of the greatest portrayals of old age that I
have ever seen came from Dean in the television movie, "T ime For
Love," one in a series of thre e entitles Love Story.

'' 'Time For

Love' f ocuse s on the warm rel at ions hip between an old man and his
great-grandson's girlfriend.

After she t akes him out of a nursing

home, he identifies her with a woman from his dist ant youth ."

3

Of all the movies that I have seen Dean do, the one that will

stay in my memory will be this one, and the only rea son is th e brilliant acting ;'erformed by Dean.
1

Robert B:·01,rning, Television Review, December 19, 19 73,

p. 4.
2
TV Guide, March 13, . 1974, p. A-68.
3
TV Guide, Januo.ry 2 , 1974.
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Denn next joined forces with James Keach to do what was s upposed to be the horror fi lm of a ll times.

The producer, Peter S.

Trayner, thought so much of it th at he showed James Bacon, a
National S)~dicated Columnist some cuts of God Damn Dr. Shapetz,
that he said would be the horror film to end all horror films.

"It

could conceivably cause more fainting spells than 'Th e Exorcist. " 11
James Bacon \\'a s quoted as saying_. "Personally, I didn't think 'The
Exorcist ' was that scary and neither did the guy who was under the

..,

seat next to me .,, -

Being very curious as to \vhy Dean would do a movie such as
God Damn Dr. Shagetz, I asked him.

He said that he very rarely does

horror movies, mainly because they never have anything to say.
But this movie has something to say and it needs to be said
so why not say it through this movie. It admonishes the par ent
to respond to the great need th at a child has for love a~d
sccurj ty. If the p2-rent does not respond to this need a drastic
breakd O\,n of t ;1e fam i ly will rcsul t leading to a government a 1
fa i ure. 3
During 1974, Dean contracted pneumonia and had to take a
little time off to recuperat e .

He finished out the year working out

with his wife at t he gymnasium and keeping in general good health.
1cover of Box Office, August S, 1974, ½estern Audition .
2
3

Ibid.

Dean Jagger, personal interview, November, 1974 .

CHAPTER VII
CURRENT PHILOSOPHY
In order to understand Dean Jagger, the man, I will devote
this chapter to show what a truly successful man is made of.

Whenever

I entered into a convers2tion with Dean, the subject inevitably turns
to his wife.

Because of the great influence that his wife, Etta, has

on Dean 1 s life, I deem it important to offer a short history of her
life.

Etta Jagger was born and raised in Modesto, Californja, and
prides herself in tl e fact that her grandmother traveled fro m Nauvoo,
Illinois, to Salt Lake City ,d th the Mormon pioneers.
Ballet proved to be very exciting for Etta and she started
very early in life to prove herself an expert.
San

She has studied in

Franc is co, Los Angeles, New York and also in Engl:l1~d where she

studied the

11

English Method" cf ballet.

After visiting Franc e: , Etta

returned to the Unit ed States to fulfill a life long amb ition, that
of teaching.

She has Teceived a teaching degree and has taught all

around th e country.
When I asked her how she met Dean, she answered:
I met Dean at a ballet reception. He walked up and 5aid,
"Hello, I'm Dean Jagger." 1 was standing there 1,ith :ny sister
and brother-in-law. Never hav ing been a movie buff because I
was always cau ght up in the ballet nnd the very very classic a l
stuff. When Clark Gabl c and Tyrone Power died they lost me. I
never bought any movie rn~ga.3ines, never looked at television. I
turned to ID)' sister and saitl, "Who is Dean Jagger?" She punished
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me and said, "You dummy, don 't you remember, he played Brigh;im
Young,'' which of course I said hello and we start ed visiting.
From then on we real ly enjoyed each other.
Etta has t wo boys from a previous marriage and Dea n has one .
Sh e say s t hey both were very lucky to be giv en a second chance at
marriage which very rarely happens.

She is now totally contented as

a wife, mothe r, and gra ndmo t her.
I've had a r ea l good sho t at life . ~fy bigg est ambition in
life is that I want to be a good wife and a good mother . I ~ant
to be h~ppy and I want to have peace of mind which I do have. I
have grea t spiritual fa i th and Dean's allowed me to have it by
being the kind of guy he is.
I am so happy. It's a beautiful world- -that 's go t to be
pretty good thes e days .
Dean and I are very attach ed to each other. Ke do everything
tog ethe r. I do go on location ~i th him. We spen d hours to gether. I always know that when I go home he has been waiting
for me . We don 't like t o be apar t .~
In asking her to sum up th eir relationshjp, she said, "Oh ,
We ar e in l.Jve . "

that's

3

Through the years, Dean has made many frie nds and has left

his mark on many people.

Karl Ma ld en, a fe llow actor, talks of Dean:

One of the firs t plays I was in, in New York, was cal l ed
Missouri Legend, starring Dean Jagger as Jessie James . I remem ber my fi rst impression. He 1,as a hz.rd 1,orker. Came r eady to
work. . 1o jokes or p l aying around. He was very inventiv e and
had a good ser.se of humor. Now, remember he vias the star and I
a bit player and yet he ma de it a point to speak to everyone and
we made a close friendship then. We have worked in fi l ms a few
times and the thi ng I found is he is first a hwnan being, then an
actor . And I don 't mean to degrade his ac ting. He is a good
one. But there a:·e so many ac to rs whg don 't k-now how to be
human to their fe llow man, not Dean."
1

Etta Jagger, personal interview, November , 1974.

2
3
4

1974 .

Ibid.
Ibid.

Karl Malden, correspondence with Crae Wilson, December,
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Another fellow actor, Bing Crosby, has this to say:
I made a picture with Dean that was very successful, and he
lent a lot of dignity and a lot of class to the production.
Everything that he has ever been associated with has been well
done, and he is one of the mo t esteemed figures in Hollywood
1
and in the acting profession.
To get an opinion from a woman's point of view, I talked to
actress Anne Francis:
Ny deepest f eling about Dean was that of gentleness and
kin dness. His nature was basically a quiet one. A very fine
stro ng inner confidence was there at the center of his being.
He had a lovely secret of his o,m and he was comfortable to Kork
with. I have a warn; memory of a ma n Kho seemed in a right relation ship with his world, ,nd someone f or whom I've had the deepest respect as an artist.Many others have commented on Dean's greatness as a person
includin g Jt.!lie London , Gregory Peck, Ern est Borgnine, Charlton
Heston, Will Geer, Bobby Troup, and many others.
What makes a man like Dean tick?

The next few pages will ex-

press some of his philosophies and ideas helping us to better see
what makes him a raan among men.
I don't pretend to be an intellectual in any ~ay, but at
least I am interested, and so are a lot of other people who are
seventy yeqrs old who are vital and interesting. They have a
lot to give and a lot to add. They need to be encouraged. I
am fortuP:.itc that I have the confidence to sit here and say
that. !L ' s t oo tad fer the cn es that are pushed around and don't
have the confidence to say, "You are older, continue to learn,
continu e to read, continue to investigate, continue to be a part
of what goes on in the world because we need you, as \• e need to
encourage you to learn, to read, to delve, and to ask questions."
Consequently wha t happens is we all stick together. I like a
church, a school, their ideal of the youngster, the middle-aged,
and the old ones, a group together.
I still think that one of the saddest things that goes on today is the isolation that we have age-wise as far as education

Is 1ng
· Crosby, correspondence with Crae Wilson, May 2, 1975.
2

Anne Francis, correspondence with Crae Wilson, May, 1975.
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goes, as far as our wor ld foes, so lving the problems and helping
one another. We become isolated one against th e other. We say
derogatory things about an age group where we sh0uld say, "Look,
kids, let's get together." We h ave a lot to l e;irn from one
another, an d it is abou t time we started l ea rning it.
So I am a finn bcl~evcr in all of us getting to gether ,
pitching in , ,rnd se ei ng what 1ve c:a n do about it and solving some
of these th'ngs . There is nothing wrong with th at . There is a
wonderful saying i,;hich keeps repeating its e lf to me, "Hypocrisy,
the ethical masquerade , which it probably works in moral decay ."
I th.ink Wir.ston Churchill said it.
I wish I could have sa id it.
But think of it because it is pote nt as hel1. All th e pretending
of peop le, of livin g a fictitious c:,: stence, of creating o;· doing
that which doesn't begin to live up to it. They are abso lut e
phonies, an d that isn't wha t we nc ecl in thi s ,~orld. ''Hypo crisy ,
the ethical masquerade ."
That is certa inly what is wrong with a lot of guys in \1,·ashington . It has nothing to do with politics. It ju st has to do with
th e survival of our country. No rnatter what church you go to,
no matter how you vote, you don't want a lot of hypocritical,
pompous people n•.nning our count1·y, presidents, senato1's, and
representatives included. We have got to watch our l aure ls, and
big business has to ~atch its l aure ls. If you are an id eal ist
you are disillusioned by dishonesty. It's un fortu nat e , but i t
exists. If you want it to be a bette r world, you have to change
it. Yoy've got to create it. We c an do it by the ~hole 5hfgeng
of us talking it over and getting a little closer to gether .
When asked what advice do you g1 ve your chi l clren, Dean said:
Read, look, imagine, dream. To learn spiritually has a lot
to do with it. !\'h en you have l earned that only by givin.e do you
receive, you start to learn. I mean by really giving. \•,11en
you have le arned that by giving something to somebody, doing
somethi ng construc ti ve and good for somebody, and th en not going
out and shouting to the wor ld but keeping it to yours e lf, yo1.;.'ve
started to grow . You start to become a man.
There ar cn rt many people who do tha·t. St. Francis of Assisi
wrote a beautifu l prayer tr.at ta 1 ks about it. "\1~10 asks for the
grace to give, where there is despair to gi ve hope, where there
is hate to give love." ';he greatest way to teach, many times, 1s
not by teaching but by example, how you liv e .
The only thing th at would keep me from doing what I ~anted to
would be my physical or mental incapab ility . I'm stubborn eno ugh
and destined enough that no bod y would discourage me from trying
to do something I wanted to do. I couldn't play a midget because
I am six feet three . I \,1ouldn' t ,_.an t to fly an airplane becaus2
1

Cross and Crescent, p. 29.
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emotionally I am not constituted to fly an airplane . But nobody
cou ld ever discourage me from doing somethi ?g I wanted to do. If
I f elt I could do it I could give it a try.
When asked what kind of dreams do you think everyone needs,
Dean replied:
We would all like to peacefully get on together.
We would
lik e to see everybody have enough to ea t in th e world. It's a
probl em. You would 1·ke to see people comfort ab le Khen you think
of how some of the people li ve in this world . It's no t th eir
fa ult th at they don't hav, enough. I' m sure that ev~ry thinking
pers on thinks about that.

When asked who have been your hero es in life, Dean replied:
It may sound strange, but my greatest heroes have been the
id ea ls that I have read. ~iy gTeat est ideals have been old things,
philosophies a~d t hings which I have r ead that have been beautifully said and done .
As far as actors go I have no particular heroes because I
k"TIO W almost al 1 of the important names and have worked wi th mos t
all of the big stars. There are none of the~ that I i deali:e .
Lot s of them I l o ·e and are wonderfully nice people . There is nr
hero 1,·orship bcc2use t. ey 2r e a l 1 very n:.1..>:1an . or they woul dn I t
be very gocd actors.
~~ greatest heroe s are characters I find in books and things
that they have said . That has been true since I was a child.
Words have always been magic to me . It was quit e a r eve lat i on
to me whe n I discovered th at not all 11·ords were good . When I
fi rst le arned to read I t hought how magic words were . Sudden l y
I discovered that not al l words were magic . There was a l ot of
t rash that was 1,Titten, a lot of th ings that were put do"n in
print which were not good . With a gr ea t revelation I r emember
thin king to myse l f how true th at is . The pr i nted word is not
al ways tiRh~, and how frequently good solid thinking confirms
its elf . .) ·
When asked how he prepares himself for a part, Dean replied:
Somebody sen ds me a part and I study it. If I like it I sit
in a corner and learn it. ~t is quite astounding how fast I
learn it if l &.r.t interested. If the 11 ords are honest and the
scen e is honest it is easy to l earn . I f the sc ene is dis~onest
1

1
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it is difficult to learn. It is easy to learn because I have
been tra i ned to learn.
Fortunat e ly I can still learn up to fifteen pages of script
because I use to do plays where it was required. I am still
fast. A lot of older peopl e anrl older actors unfortunately let
thems e lves fall into that routine bad habit of saying to themselves, "I can't learn anymore." It's ridiculous because a lot
of them could if they really wanted to and had the incentive
and were offered the jobs.
I was to do a picture with Greta Garbo forty years ago. They
practically told me I was go ing to play the part. I waited all
afternoon and didn't get it. That was the first lesson I lear ned.
An in dustry that creates emotions, anc! nice er.10t ions you think,
has on~ predo min ant emotion. That is fear. You have to be care ful you don't fall into the fallacy of being afraid if you don't
play a part. That is part of the industry.
If I don't work I miss getting up a five o'clock in the morning and going to the stage. They say we shcot at eight 0'clock
in the morni ng. It's an emotional scene, and you are just waking
up. You have to know what you are doing. You have to know what
1
it is all about.
You need an outlet. What it all amou!1ts to, at least to me,
every man , person and child in the world needs an e>..-pression of
some kind. If you become an attorney, you e:·qness yourself; if
you become a painter, you express yourself. Everybody needs
some form of ~xpression. See, you learn to act by actir.g. I
don't think acting can be taught. I think you can teach some
fundam en tals ,:rnd kids by rote, memori::e certain things that you
teach t~em . I think acting schools are for the birds, if I may
say so.
When asked why he has lasted longer than most in shol-.' business, Dean replied:
That's because I try to make every performance a good one.
Caus e if you're an actor yot1've got to be better th an the other
fell ow . . . I existed bec ause I'm versatile and I' m not egotistic al , nor can I be completely objective ahout myself. When I
talk about myself, I must. be subjectiv~, because objective means
the other fellow.
Our industry, if you get way down into the roots of it, is sad
at the moment. ,The compet it ion is terrific . It's a cruel industry. An industry that ent ertai ns people basically is a very
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cruel industry. It's interesting, and it's fun. I have enjoyed
it. I loved it because I wanted to be part of it, and I am part
of it. I understan<l it, but it has changed. lt is a whole new
1
industry.
How has it chan ged ?
That's a long story and to make it short there used to be a
half a dozen studios like ~!GM, Paramount, Wa rner Brothers, and
Twentieth Cen t •1ry Fo:. They would have sixty or seventy actors
under contract. They had physica l studios. Now none of those
studios have peop1e under contract.
est pictures are produced
independ ently . It used to be t hat Paramount 01>11ed hundreds of
theatres , but those theatres were taken away by the government.
They said it w~s some kind of a monopoly t ha t shouldn't exist.
Now there is no great physical studio where they have actors
under contract. They are al 1 mostly some producing c0r.1panies .
For inst ance, some ente rt ainment companies are 0\,11ed by General
Electric. Paramoun~ Studios is owned by Gulf and \·✓ estern , a
great conglomerate.
I personally think that a lot of the theatre today is phony.

I personally think it is actually false. Absolu:ely phony. They
get beyond my realm of understanding. Some guy, you kno ~-, gets
loaded, goes off in some kind of a silly trance and makes a few
lines on a piece of paper. There it i , t hat's art. He's had no
preparation. He's imagined some frustrations inside himse l f and
puts it t~ere or some guy hTites something, puts it on the screen
and call s it art. Crazy. I think it is. I personally think
that that ivhich we , you know ~lenni nger wTote the book, \\'hat Ever
Happened To Sin?, I personally thir.k that creative art, has got
to get t he 101,doKn on its soul. Pornography, i f people didn't
go see it, they Kouldn't make it. You knoK there's only so much
coverag e ta the body, Khat more can they do to a body. I've
never s een any of them and I couldn't care less. I've seen nude
girls in musica ls in the theat re . You know, it wasn't pornographic, they were beautiful dancers. You kno,, there 's nothing
pornographic a bout that. I 3aw a beautiful picture the other
night, I thought poignant, of the new system of babies where
they teach , when the h~by is born, when th e fat.her goes to
classes where they are taught the delivery of the baby, and when
the baby was finally delivered, he, the dad, was there wi th the
baby and helped deliver the baby. Now th ey showed it on television. And it was beautiful. What is wrong 1,i th the birth of a
baby. That is a part of Godliness, it's a part of our world.
That's one of the r.1ysteries of God, isn't it? It's beautiful and
it's wonderful. But to degrade it, you know, with ugliness. I
1
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see little girls that come out that want to wind up as ambi tious
actres ses. They th i nk they can dance. They wind up down on
Sunset taking their pants off. J\nd it's sad. You know, if I
want to look at it, I wouldn't think it was pornography. I would
think, "that poor little girl who wanted to be an actress." I
equate her with my industry. I'd equate her with my business.
It's sad, there's no place for her. So the theatre.
ow they've
got "o ff Broadway" and "off-off Broadway." I'm afraid of the cost.
I took the kids down to see a musi cal with Jean Simmons, "Sound
of Music," was it? I don't know for sure, but we went down t o
the Schubert Forum; I took the kids to dinner and over to the
theatr e and i t cost me a hundred bucks. Yeah, and it's ridiculous. How can people go see that kind of theatre. I think the
only place they have fun in the theatre is like up at Brigham
Young Uni versity, not only that as an exampl e, but every university where they put on theatre, pui on shows; you e).-press yourself and you do pretty good shows.
When asked what his big project now is, Dean replied :
I went to Socia l Security here in Santa ~nica. They've got a
big sign hanging up saying, "Be prepared to wa it for an hour and
a half. 11 And t hey've got fifty or sixty old people ,~aiting on
the corn er. I r:ent down there the other day and I raised hell
with t hem --but real he ll--and I said, ''Look, years ago when I was
asked by the State Department, I made speeches on radio on
nationa l hook -ups telling people in this coun try their rights
about Social Security," ....-hich I did, and I said, ''By God, you'd
bette r get rid of the sign, better see th e people, and by what
right s do you sit on your ass drinking the coffee. \', 'hat's
wrong? Why don't you see the people? " And I said, ''I can go
back on national television and I will talk about Social Security.
I'll talk about how you are treating the old people. By what
rights? Who are you? Ive hire you." But they wanted to get rid
of m0 fast. And I said to the woman I was talkin g to, "What is
your probl em , hoP.ey? l\rtlat' s your pro bl em?" "lfol l," she said,
"you know, we're so busy." I said, "!-lalf of these people aren' t
doing a damn thing. It's ridiculous.'' Well, they tried to
soothe me over, but I saw the as sistant manager , and the manager
had hightailed it someplace.
Find out how they are treating the older people. Ask them
how they 're being tr eated. It needs doing. Because these
government officials, they're the ones t hat are putting out the
money. It's absolutely unexcusable for any old bitchy woman or
ornery old bats that they sit t here back of the desk, hired by
the gov ernment to be anything but absolutely pl easant and helpful
to some person who's entitled to Social Security, because they
paid their money into it, and they've got a right to take it out,
nor should they be expected as the sign says in Santa ~lonica to
1

Dean Jagger, personal interview, November, 1974.
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"Be prepared to wa it one hour and a h~lf. 11 Why shoul<l th ey have
to wait an hour on<l a half? It's a lot of damn nonsense. And
let's stop in this country accepting all the crap that's given out
by all these, the government, that feed us a lot of phony
pablum and they expect us to sit and be content with it. I
don't say we're going to ov erthrof th e government, but l et's
get guys i n there who arc honest.
When asked how it is to be a pa.rt of the movie industry
itself, Dean replied:
1--fost of the people in our industry arc very dovm to earth.
They are ima gi native, but they are not very wild . How can you he
wild and work a t five o'clock in the morning and go to wor k on a
show and be full of booze and stuff. It is physically impo ss ib le.
How could I exist at seventy years old? If I had a drink befcre
a performance in the thea tre I would te scared to death for fear
that my conscience would bother me. ~~st of the people in our
industry are hard working and down to earth. There are a fee
silly ones , but they have sho,m up mostly for what th ey are.
Most of the people are dear people. They are nice people.
We give more probably than any other group in the world . We
give to charities out of our salaries. We donate, Ke go places
we make sp eeches , we raise money, and Ke have done it ever since
I have been in the t hea tre. Th0se are all solid, fabulous . nice
people . During the war we used to raise money and entertain.
People asked me to entertain boys in hospitals. I am not a st~nd
up enter~ainer, but we did what we were asked to do to be
help ful.
I love the United Stat0s and I love people.
I feel that each
one should have his opportunity to reach out for success no
matter where he comes trom. If you are born on a farm that is
what you should take advantage of. Or if you are born in the
city that is what you shou l d take advantage of. So what we
shoul d do is dr eam up a better \\·orld an d make it a better wor l d.
All ki~ds should clevo:e their energies and th e ir life to doing,
to getting into politic s and st;:aightcning up this country and
\'Orld, making it better, making it more ideal, and trying to
create an ideal which will come about . _.,

1
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TOMORROW TURNS BACK
1929

Marcclite Englander
Carleton Brick crt

Playwright
Director
Cast
Clarke Tro wbridge
Dr. Thomas Brackley
Steve
Emma line
Claire
Jim Stanton
Jane Kingsley
Margy Spri;:zht
Robert ?
1

Charl es Harrison
Dean Ja gger
Charleton
Antoin ett e ?
Marian?
Marshall ?
Isabe l Randolph
Carrie Reynol1s
Richard Ear l e

Ashton Stevens, Dean Jagger Collection, Manuscript Library ,
Brigham Young Un iversity, Provo, Utah .
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THE LAST OF' MRS . CHEYNEY
1929

Playwright
Director

Fredrich Lonsdale
Earl D. Dwire

Lady Joan Houghton
Lord Elton
Mrs, Cheyney
Mrs . Webley
Butler
Butler
Footman

Margaret Fitch
Dean J3gger
Bet t.y l!.s.:111a
Rickl ie Boasb'...1rg
George Wt.2~tl a k e
Baker Moore
1
Frank Jamison

1
Taken from playbill, Dean Jagger Collection .
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TOBACCO ROAD
1933

Jack Kirkland
Erskin 2 Caldwell

Playwr ight
Novel by
Director

Anthony Brown
Cast

Jeeter Lester
Duke Lester
Ada Lester
Elli e May
Grandma Lester

Henry Hull

Byrd
Margar et Wyc herly
Ruth Hunt8r
Sam

Lov Bensey
Henry Peabody

Pat r ici a Quinn
Dean Jagger
Ashley Cooper

Sist er Bessie Rice
Pearl
Captain Tim
George Payne

Maude Odell
Rene ice Rehan
Lamar King
1
Edwin Walter

1
Brooks Atkinson, New York Times , December 5, 1933, p. 31 ,
col. 2.
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THEY SHALL NOT DIE
1934

Playwright
Director
Settings

John Wexley
Philip Moeller
Lee Simonson
Cast

Lucy Wells

Red
Rus sell Eva ns
Virginia Ros s
Johnny
Cool ey
Henderson
St, Louis Kid
Blackie

Rut h Gordon
Claude Rains
Tom Ewell
Dean Jagger
Linda Watkins
Hugh RenniE:
Helen We stley

John L. Kearney
Fred Herrick
1
Frank Woodruff

1
Brooks Atkinson, New York Time s, February 22 , 1934 , p . 24,

col. 4.
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THE HIGH ROAD
1938

Playwr ight
Director

Freder1ck Lonsdale
Edward Massey

Duke of Warrington
Lady Tr ency
Els ie Hilary
James Hilary
Lord Crayle
Alex
Ernest
Lady Min i ster
Lord Teyl esmor e
Sir Reginald Welby
Morton

Dean J agger
Kath erine Emmett
Brend a Dahlen

Ross Matthew
Ainsworth Arn ol d
Lesl ey Stafford
James Todd
Ed.man ia Nolley
William Watkins
Edward Pears on
Edward Les te:::: 1

1
Dean Jagger Collection , Manuscript Library, Brigham Young
Uni vershy, Provo, Utah.
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J1ISSOURI LEGEND
1938

Playw-.right
Director

Elizabeth Beall
Gutherie McClintic

Thomas Howard
The Widow Weeks
Mr. Howard
Jim Cummins
Billy G.3.shade
Aunt Belle
Frank H::iwar d
Charlie Johnson
Bob Johnsoc1

Dean Jagger
Mildren Natwick
Dorothy Gish
Russell Coll hs
Jose Ferrer
Clare -Woodbury
Richard Bishop
Karl Malden
Dan Duryea1

1Brooks Atkinson, New Yorr- Time s , September 20, 19J8 , p . 27,
col 2.
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GUTHERIE MCCLI NTI C
1938

Playwright
Direct or

E , B, Ginty

Thomas Howard
The Widow Week s
Mrs. Howard

Dean Jagger
Mildr ed Natwick
Dorothy Gish
Russ ell Collins
Jose Ferrer
Clare Woodbury
Richard Bishop

Jim Cummins
Billy Gashade
Aunt Belle

Frank Howard
Char l ie Jormson
Bob Johnson

Karl Malden

Dan Duryea1

1
Dean J agger Col l ection, Manuscrip Library , Bri gham Young
Univer sity , Provo , Utah .
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THE UNCONQUERED
19 39

Ayn Rand (We The Living)
George Abbot
George Abbot

Pl a ywr ight
Producer
D:ir ector

Cast
A Sold ier
Leo Davalensky

Upravdom
Kira Argouhove
A Student

Comrade Sonia
Pauel Syerov
Older E:xaminer

John Parrish
John Emery
Cliff Dunstan

Hel en Craig
Paul Ballantyne
Georgiana Brand
Arthur Pierson
Asch er Smith

Andrei Ta.ganov

Dean Jagger

MalashkLr1

Edwin Philips
Ell en Hall
Virginia Dunning
William :Slees
Horace Cooper
George Cott on
Howard Freema

Comrade Bitivk
Gir l Clerk
Boy Cle!" k
Comrad e Joronov

Stephan Timcshenko
Karp Morozov
A!l tC!l~"."!.a Pavlc.··ma
J'arty Club Asst..
Neighbor

1

Le~ Pcn.~an

George Sith
1
Ludmill a Tovetzka

Bz·ooks AtkLr1son , New York Times , February 14 , 1$40 , p . 25,

col, 2.
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THE BRO .JN DANUBE
1939

Burnet Hers hey
Bonfils and Somnes
George Somnes
John Root

Playwright
Producer
Director
Settings
Cast
Elsa
Ludwig
Heinrich
Erika
Hee.wig
Anton
Stefan
Trooper
Prince Otto
Franz
Mr. Muell er
Lt. Schultz
Waldmann
Ernst Hammake
Cardinal von Ur bas
Johann
Lt . Grenzel
Reinke
Dahlmann
1st Inspector
2nd Inspect or
1

New York Times , May 18, 1939, p ,

Fredrica Goin
Edward Fielding
Damian Hanson
Fay Wray
Jessie Graham
Albert Bergh
George Macr eady
William Shea
Ernst Lawf ord
Robert Vivian
&igar StebJ. i
Edward Franz
Norman Por te r
Dean Jagger
John McKee
Francis Clevel a~d
Robert Li ndsay
Frank Richo.rds
AJ. bert Ward
1
William Shea

JO, col . 4,
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F' ARM OF THREE ECH OES

1939

Pl aywr ight
Direct or

Noel Langl ey
Arthur Hopkins

Ouma Gerart
Zisha Gerart (Daughter )
J an Gerart (Grandson )
Isaac Gerart ( Son )
Saul Portenaar
Langenhooten
Naomi de Meer

Ethel Barrymore
Ann Dere
Dean J agg er
McKay Mo rri s
William B, Mack
Victo r Esker
Pri s cill a Neirton
John Griggs
1
Nancy Sheridan ~

Dyke Hesse

Mar ie Hesse

1
Brooks At ki nson , New York Tima s, November 29, 1939 , p . 18 ,
col. J .
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EVERY WHERE I ROAN
1939

Story
Director
Setting

Music

Arnold Sundgaard
Marc Connelly
Robert Edmond Jones
Fred Stewart

School Mistress

Vera Dean

Jer emy

Royc e Bl ad:burn
Ormond Lydon
May Grimes
Dean Jagger

Samuel
Prude nce
The Man
The Wife
Johnny Appleseed
Clinton
Jim
Jay

Mayor
Cyrus
Joseph

Pete
Jacob

Katherine Emery

Norman Lloyd
Robert Coll ins
Paul Huber
Arthur Burn ett
Earl Weatherf o!'d
Robert Porterfield
Robert H. Harvey
Tony Kraber

Bill Benner

Swe<lish (arl

Kabita Hu.~p::!"eys

Jim, Jr.
Jay, Jr.

Gary Owe n , Jr .
Fred Lawrenc e
John A. Kennedy
Ca.milia Hull
l
Judson Best Hull

Joe

Gloria
Perry
1

col,

4.

Brooks Atkinson , New York Times , December JO, 1938 , p . 10 ,
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DR , SOCIAL
1948

Playwri ght
Producer
Direct or

Joseph Estry
Harold Bernard
Don Appell
Cast

Norman Lc.rrar
Ann Harris
Dr, Morrisey
Mrs , Hamilton
Exon ne Thompkins
Dr, Isaac Gordon
Lee Manning
Dr, Fl eming

Paul Harris
1

DeaJ1 Jagger
Eda Heineman

Ronal d Alexander
Nellie Malcolm
Mae Q,uestel
Al Shean
Virginia Gilmore
Dona.ld Foster 1
Drake Thornton-

New York Times , February 12 , 1948 , p, 29, col . 5 .
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PARLOR STORY
1948
William McCleery
Ted Post

Playwr ight
Director
Cast
Charles Burnett

Mel Granite

Mrs. Bright
1

Dean J agger
Richard Kiley
Gloria Hoye
Ralph Longley
Al Wilkes
1
Muriel Mansell

Norwich Connecti cu t Record , Jw1e 29, 1948.
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THE WOMAN FROM HELL

1929

George Scarborough
Ray Doy le, Chuck Kenyou

Story
Screenplay
Produc er
Director

William Fox

A. F. Ericks on
Cast

Be e

Alf

Jim
Slick Clicks
Mother Price
Pat
1

Mary Astor
Robe rt Armstrong
Dean Jagger
Roy D'Arcy
May Boley
1
James Bradbury, Sr .

J ohnny Minus and 1/ill iam Storm Hale , Film Superlh t : 20 , 000
Moti on Pict ures in the LT . S . Public Domain (Hollywood : 7 Arts
Press, Inc. , Hol ly Press, 1973), p. 965 .
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MEN IN HER LIFE
1931

Columbia
Screenplay

Warner Fabian
Robert Riskin

Producer
Director

William Beaudine

Story

Cast
Julia Cava naugh

Flash Madde n
Count I va n
Dick Webster
Anton
Mar i a

Miss Mulholland
Wilton
Blake

Distric t Attorney
A Man
1

Lois Jl.oran
Charles Bickford
Victor Varconi
Donald Di ll away
Luis Alberni

Adr ienne Ambricourt
Barbara Weeks
Wilson Berg e
Oscar Apt el
Hooper Atchl ey
Dean Jagg er1

- Mordaunt, New York Ti me s, November JO, 19J1 , p . 10, col. 2.
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SIGN OF THE CROSS
1932

Wilson Barrett
Sidney Buchman ,
Waldemar Young
Cecil B. DeMille
1
Cecil B. De Mille

Story
Screen plo.y
Producer
Director

Nero
Marcus Superbus
Poppaea
Mercia
Tiec:lli nus
Dacia
Flavius
Glabrio
Vitrur ius

Charles Laughton
Frederick March
Claudette Colbert
John Carradine
Dean Jagge r
Elissa Landi
Ian Keith
Vivan Tobin
Harry Beresford
Ferdinand Gott schal k
Richard Alexand~r2

1
R. A. E. Pickard, Dictionary _of 1 QQQ_~'?st_Fi

.s

(New Yo rk:

Association Press , 1971), p . 399 ,
2

Abraham Abramson , Project Mgr ., New York Times Fil m Reviews ,

1913-1968

(_ ew York : New York Times and Arno Press , 1970), p . 381 .
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WA DERER OF THE WASTELAND
19 34

Za ne Gr ey
Norman Hou ston

Story
Screenplay
Produc er
Dir ec t or

0th o Lover i. 11g 1
Cast
Gail Patrick:
Edward Ellis
Dean Jagger

Larry Crabili c
Monte Bl ue
Tr ixie Fri ganza

An na Q. ils on
Raymond Hatton 2
1

Wh o W
rote The .rov ie and What Else Did He Wr ite
Th e Wri ters Gu ild of America , 1970) , p . 442,

( Los Ang el es :

2Jewels McInt i re , New York Times , J uly 8 , 1934 , p . 14 , col. 2 .
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YOU BELONG TO ME

19 34

Para.mount
St ory

Screenplay
Producer
Director

Bud Hanni gan
Florette Faton
Mona Alva
Th eatre Manager
J immy Faton
Hap Stanl ey
School P-.cincipal
Instructor
Lita Lac ey

Jo e Mandel
1

Eli zabeth Alexander
Wal ker DeLeon
Lew is D, Lighten
Alfr ed Werker

Lee Tracy
Hel en Mack
Hel en organ
Lyn ne Overman
David Holt
Arthur Pierson
Ed wi n Stapley
Dean J~ger
I re ne Wane
Lou easel

A. D , S ., New York Ti mes, September 1J,

19J4· , p .

261 .
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PEOPLE WILL TALK
1935
Paramount
Curt Goetz
Herbe rt F ields
Adolf Zukor
1
Alfred Santell

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Direct or

Henry Wilton
Claric e \iil t on
Peggy Trask
Bill Trask
Doris }cBride
Strangler lartln
Pet e Ranse

1

Charl es Ruggles
Mary Rola nd
Leila Hyams
Dean J agger
Ruth elrna Stevens
Hans Sterake
2
Edward Brophy

Who Wrote The fo vie and What Else Did He ~·12:'ite , p . J61 .

2w.

E .T., New York Tim es , June 17 1

1935,

p, 12L.
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WINGS IN THE DARK
193 5

Neil Shipman and
Philip D. Hurn
Jack Kirkl and and
Frank Farias
Dale Van Evc!.'y
James Flood

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

Sheila Mason
Ken Gordon
Nick Williams
Mac
Tops Harmon
Tipp Morgan
Joy Burns
Jake Brashear
The Doctor

1

w.

Myrna Loy
Cary Grant
Roscoe Karns
Hobart Cavanaugh
Dean Jagger
Bert Hanlon
James Bur tis
Russell Hopton
Arnold Korff 1

E.T. , New York Times , February 2, 1935, p .

_Q,

col . i
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BEHOLD MY WITE
1935

Paramount
Story
Screenplay
Produc er
Director

Tonita Sto!lllcl oud
Mic hael Carter
Dia na Carter
Mrs. Carter
Mr. Carter
Bob Prentice
J im Cu r s on
Mary Whit e
Pete
Mrs . Sykes
Bens on
J enki ns
Gibson

Sir Gil bert Parker
Grover J ones and
Vi nc ent Lawrence
A, B. P. Schul ber g
Mitchell Leis en

Sylvia Si dney
Gene Raymond
Juli ette C mpton
Laura Hope Crews
H, B. Warner
Monroe Owsl ey
Kenneth Thoms on
Ann Sheridan
Dean Jagger
Charl otte Granvil l e
Eric Blore
Ralph Re ley

Cecil Wes on

1

1
Abraham Abr 2.mson 1 Project Mgr ., Ne'..r York Times Fil , Revi ews,
1913-1 968 ( New York :
ew York Times and Arno Pres s , 1970) , p . 1146 .
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CAR
1935

Paramount
Story
Screenplay
Produc er
Director

Kar l Detzer
Karl Det zer
Bayard Veiller
1
Charles Barton

Ross Martin
Professor Anthony

Fred MacMurray
Sir Guy Standing

Mary Adams

Ann Sheridan

Sheriff Arnet
Sergeant Bia teky

Frank Craven
Douglas Blackley

Recruit Carney
Recruit Burton
Granny

John Cox
Dean Jagger

Nora Cecil

Whitey

Joe Sa.uera

Smoke

Mack Gray2
1

Johnny Mi nus and William Storm Hale , Film Suue::!'."l is-: : 20,000
Motion Picture s in the U. S . fublic Dom2.in (liollywood : 7 Arts
Press, Inc ., Holljw·ood Press , 1973) , p . 117 ,
2
New York Times , Febru3.Ty 23 ,

19J5, p . 141.
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HOME OF THE RANGE

1935

Paramount

Producer
Direct or
Music

Zane Grey
Ethel Doherty and
Grant Garret
Harold Hurley
Arthur Jacobson
Marcy Lauber

Jack
Tom Hatfield
Georgie

Randolph Scott
Evelyn Brent

Story
Screenplay

Jackie Coogan
Dean Jagger
Addison iche.2'.'ds

Thunnan

Beady
Cracker

Fuzzy Knight1

1
col. 4 .

Andre Sennwald ,

NeK York Ti:r.e;:; ,

Feb:!.7.lary 13, 1935 , p . 24,
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CODE OF THE WEST

1935

Paramount
Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

Zane Grey
Arthur Jacobson
Cast
Jackie Coogan
Randolph Scott
Evelyn Brent
Dean Jagger 1
Fuzzy Knight

1Dean Jagger Collection, Manuscript Library, Brigham Young
Univers ity , Provo, Utah .
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COLLEGE RHYTHM
1935

Parrunount

Producer
Director
Musci

George Mar ion
George Mu i on
Adolf Zudor
Norman Tauroi;
Mack Cordon

Joe

Joe Pen ner

Larry Stacy

La nny Ross

Finneg-:rn

June Cort

Dean Jagger
Jack Oakie
Helen Mack

GloY:la Van Dayham
Hi.mi
J.P. Stac2y
wni mple

Mary B-riw
Lyda. Roberti
Geroge Ba:::-bier
Robert McWade1

Story
Screenplay

1

Taken from publicity shot pici::ure, Dea..'l jaggc!' Collection ,
Manuscript Li brary , Brigham Young University , P:".'ovo, l!taJ-1 .
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MEN WITHOUT NAMES

1935

Paramount
Dal e Van Every
Ma.rgueri te Robert s
Al be.r t Lewis
1

Story
Screenpl ay
Producer
Director

Ralph Murphy
Cast

Richa:rd Heed.
Dick Grant
Helen 3herwoa~
Ga:!::i-cy l,a..rr. be.r -':.
Davj_d Shen,cod
Sam Ha,~nond.

'.ajor ~?e;.;comb

Monk
Jones
And.H:W Webste:r

Butch
1

Fred KJ.cMur:r '.ly
Fred Ma.cMurr2.y

Madge Eva.ns
Lynn Overman
David Hol d
John Wr2.y
J, C. Nug ent
Leslie Fenton
Dean Jagger
Grant Mitch e ll
Clyde Dils on2

Richard Dimmit , A ··'itle Guic.e to the Talkies ( ·:eL.1chen ,
The Scarecrow ? ress, Ir:c ., 1967 ), p . 1080 .

New Jersey:

2

Andre Seenwald, l\'e~-: Yo-rk Times, June 28 , 1935 , p, 16 , col. 2 .
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WOMAN TRAP
1936

Paramount

Screenplay

Charles Brackett
Brian Marlow and
Eugen e Walter

Producer
Director

Harold Hurley
Harold Young

Story

Cast
Barbara Andre-,;s
Keat Sheul in
Raminez
Riley Fergu son
Senator Andrews
Mopsy
Dodd
Jimmy Emerson
George
Flint
Brace

j_Frank S, Nugent ,

col. 4 .

Gertrude ·tichael
George Murphy
Akim Tam iro "f
Sidney Blackm er
Samuel S. Hinds
Roscoe Karnes
Russel Hi.cks
David Haines
Ed Brophy
B-..cadley Page
Ral ph l·ialo1:c
Dean Jagger1

ew York Times , March 7 , 1936 , :p . 11,

10 1

1J HOURS Ff AIR
1936

Paramount

Boegart Roger
Boegart Roger
Adolf Zukor
Mitchell Leison

Story
Screenpl ay
Producer
Director

Cast
J ac k Gordon
Felic e R0ll::..ns
l'-'1.r s , Harkins
Fre:ddie Scott
Palrr1Fsr

Trixie

Dr.

Ev;rrts
Vi J oh.11 s on

Fred MacMurray
Constance Ben 1ett
Zazu Pitts
John Howard
Al nn Baxter
Grace Bradley
Brian Donlev-y·

Ruth Donnelly

G:rego:r i e

Fred KeatL11g

Hap Waller

Dean Jagg~r
Mildren Stone 1

Ruth Bradford

◄

J..Frank S, . uge nt ,

Jew York ""'i; -2s , April 3 ,

19J6 , p . 17L ,
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REVOLT OF THE ZOMBIES
1936

Acad emy Pictures
Howard Higgin
Howard Higgin
Edward Halparin
Vict or Halparin1

Story
Screenplay
Prodl!cer
Directo:r
Cast

CL:,. i :rei. I\J V3..

DoroUiy Stone
.De(!Jl Jagger

A:_"mand Loi.:q_ue

Roy D' Arcy

Col. a.sovia.
Cli ffo1.·d Gra:rso.
Gen , :Cuval

Robert

eland

Georee Cleveland

Dr . T:ci;;vis - nt
Ignncio kD ona l d

Fr en Warren
Carl Stockdale
Teru Shi.mada2

Bu ~1 a

1Dimmitt , A Tit.le Guide to
the Tal ki e , p . 1415 .
~r.:?..--i!: C~ Nug:::n-t. ,

N 0 1~

Yo:-k ~ill es 1

vU

~

c'.
_;,

.

....,
936 , p . ... , , ~c: .
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PEPPER

1936
Twentieth Century Fox
Story
Screenplay
P-.ccducer
Director

Jefi'erson Parker
Lamar Trotti

Pepper Jolly
Mr . Wilks
Uncle Ben Jolly
Bob 0 ' Ryan
Helen Wilkes

Jane Withers
Irvin S. Cobb
Slim Summerville

. 1·1ng 1
Jrunes Tin

Dean Jagge r
.Muriel Robert
Ivan Lebedeff
Romaine Callender
Tommy Bup1:i2

Baron von Stot el
Butler
J jjp.rny

1~Jho Wrot e The Move and What El se Did He W::!'.'ite, p. J61.
2Fran.k S. t,age.nt , .
col. 2 .

E:. --i

York Ti.rn es , Augu::;t 24, 1936 , Jl , U,
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STAR FOR A NIGHT
19 36

Twenti eth Century Fox
Story
Screenplay
Producer

Kari n Michael is
Francis Highland
1

Di rector

Lewis Seiter

Nina Li nd
Mrs. Lind
Mamie
Dr . Spellmeyer
Fritz Lind
James Dunning
Ellen
Mildred
Katharine Lind
Dr . Helm!;in

Claire 'I".revor
Jane Da.rwell
Arl ine Judge

P3,ul Li;:id

Hattie

Edward Brem berg

Dean Jagger
Alan Dinehart

Joyc e Compton
Sus an Fleming
Adreiem1e Marden
Fr ank Reicher
Dic kie 1-ioore
Hattie cDaniel 2

;,rank S. Nugent , New York Times, Septembe~ 5 , 1936 , p. 7 .
col. 2.
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UNDER COVER OF NIGHT
1937
MGM

Bertrum i llhau~e
Bert:rum Millhaus e
Lucin Hu bbard
George Se i tz

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director
Cast

Christopher Cross
Deborah Reed
Sgt . L ucks
Marvin Gri swald
Janet Griswald

Edmund Lowe
Florenc e Rice
Nat Pendleton
Henry Daniell

Al an Shaw
Rudolph Brehmer
Mrs. Ne.sh

Dean Jagger
Frank Reicher
Zeffie Tilbur y
Henry Kolker
Maria Shelton
Theodore van Eitz
Dorothy Petersof
Har-ry Davenport

District Attorney
Tor.ya Van Horne
John Lamont
Susan Nash

Dr . Reed
1
Frank S.
col. 4.

Sara Had en

ugent , New York Time s , January 20, 1937, p . 18 ,
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EXII ,ED TO SHANGHAI

1937

Republic Pictures
Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

1
Minus and Hale, p. 229 .

Wellyn Totman
Welly n Totman
Armand Scha.fer(Associate)
Nick Grinde l

107

THE CJ\LIFOR II AN

1937

Story
Screenpla y
Producer
Direc tor
1

Who Wrote Th e

Harold Bell Wright
Gilber t Wright
1
Barne:> Briskin

ovie and What Else Did He ',/rite , p .

02.

WOMAN IN DISTRESS
1937

Colwnbia
1Dean J agger Collection, Manuscript Library , Brighalll Young
University , Pro vo , Utah ,

109

ESCAPE BY NIGHT

19 37

Republic Pictures

1

1Film Facts , Vol . VIII , 1965 , p . 11 .
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DANGEROUS NUMBEn

19 3 7
MGM

Leona Dalr ympl e
Carey Wilson
Lou Ostrow ( Associate)
Richard Thorpe1

~tory
Screenplay
Producer
Director
Cas t
Hank

Robert Young

Elir.or

Ann Soutr,ern

Cousin •/illiam
Gypsy

Reginald Owen
Cor a Wi therspoon
Dean Jagger
Maria Shel ton
Barnet t Parker
2
Charles Trowbridge

Dill.m:m
Vera

Minehardi
Hotel Ma nager

1
D:i.m:mitt , A Title Guide t o the Ttlkies, p . J61.
2rra.nk S . Nugent , Hew York 'rimes , March 1.2 , 19)? , p . 19 ,

col. 2 ,
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THE LIFE OF LUC KY BALD'--. IN l
1940

1

Edw i n Schall ert ( Un known newspaper), July 4-, 191.w , p , 7,
col. 1, Dean J agger Collection , Manuscript Library, Brigham Young
University , Provo , Utah
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BRIGHAM YO

G

1940

Twentieth Centur y Fox
Story

Loui s Bromfield

Screenplay
Prod.ucer
Director

Lamar Trotti
Darryl F . Zanuck
Henry Hathaway
Cast

Jonathan Kent

Tyron e Power

Nine Webb

Linda Darnell

Brigham Young
Angus Duncan

Dean Jagger

El iza Kent
Porter Rockwell
J-:ary Ann Yo ng
,T oseph Srni th
Cla:ra Young
Mary Kent
Heber Kimball
Doc Richards

Prosecutor
Hy-ru,...,

th
l-iubert Crum
~re -i

Pete
Henry Kent
Caleb Kent
Mr . Webb

Major
Jim B:ridger
Big Elk
Johnson

Emma Smith
Mob Lead er
Judge

Jury Foreman
Ledder
Stcrekeeper
1

B:rian Donlev-y
Jane Darwell
John Carradine

Mary Astor
Vincent Price

J ean Rogers
Ann Todd

Willard Robertson
Moron i Olsen
Marc Lawrence
St3.IJ.lcy Andro;1s
Fra.TJk Thomas
F\.J zzy Knight
Dickie Jones
Selmer Jackson
Fr ederick nurton
Ressell Simpson
Arthur Aykes worth
Chief Big Tree

Davidson Clark
Clair Du Er-ey
Tully arshall
Dick Rich
Ralph Dunn

Edwin Ma.~well
1
Spenc er Charters-

The Hollywood , August 26 , 1940, p .• 15A ,
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WESTERN UNION

194 1
Paramount
Zane Grey
Ro bert Carson

Story
Screenplay
Produc er
Director

Fritz Lang

1

Cast
Richard Bl ake
Vance Shaw

Edward Cre i ght on
Sue Cr eighton
Doc Murdoch
Horner
Herman

Jack Slade
Govern or
Charlie
Pat Crogan
Herb
Chief Spottea Horse
India;,. Leade r
1

Robert Young
Randolph Scott
Dean Jagger
Virginia Gilmore
John Carradi. e
Chill Will.s
Slim Summerv ille

Barton MacLane
Russell Hicks
Victor Kilian
Minor Watson

George Chandler
Chief Big Tree
2
Chief Tnundercloud

New York . e:-1s , February 7, 1941, p . 14 .

2Eosley Crowther , New York Times , February 7 , 194 1 p . 23 ,
col. 2 .
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THE MEN IN HER LIFE
19 41

Columbia
Lady Eleanor Smith

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

M. Wilson

Gregory Ra toff
Gregory Ratoff
Cast

Lina Varsavina
David Gibson
Stanislas Rosing
Marie
Roger Chevis
Victor
Minilov
Rc,se
Nurd

1
col. 1.

Bosley Crowther ,

Loretta Young
Dean J agger
Conrad Veidt
Euganie Leontovich
John Sheppard
Otto Kruger
Paul Baratoff
Ann Todd
1
Billy Rayes

ew York Times , December 12 , 1941 ,

p,

JS,
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VALLEY IN THE S!JN
194 2

RKO Radio Pictures
Story

Screenplay
Prcxlucer
Director

Jim Sa,ryer
Christ i ne Larson
Johna than Wa:re

Warric k
Willie

Clarenc e Budington
Horace McCoy
Graham Baker
G. Marshall1

Dean Jagger
Luc ille Ball

James Craig
Cedr ic Hardwlcke
Peter -lhitney

Justice of the Peace

Billy Cil be:-t

Geronimo

Tom Tyler
An ton io roreno
George Cleveland
Hank Bell
2
Richard Fiske

Chief Cochise
Bill Yard
Shotgun
Lieutenant

1
2

col, 2.

h'ho Wrote The ,.ovie a:-id What Else Did He W:::-it e , p . 11-39 ,
Bosley C:roi-rth er , New York Times ,

:arch

19 , 1942, p . 29 ,

11 6

THE OMAHA TRAIL i

1942
MGM

Story
Scr eenplay
Produc er
Director

Jesse Lasky
2
Jess e Las ky

1
Leslie Hall iwel l , The Filmgoer ' s Comp a nio n ( New York :

and W
ang , 1974) , p . 408 .

ov ie and Wha t Else Did He Write , p . 352 ,

Hill
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I ESCAPED FROM TI-IE GESTAPO
1943

Henry Blankfort
Henry Blankfo:rt
Maurice King
1
Harold Young

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director
Cast
Lorgu t Lane
Mart in

Dean Jagger

Hel en

Mary Brian
Bill Henry

Gordon
Burgen
Ge!·ard

~Toh!l Carradine

Sidn ey- Blac kmer
Ian Keith
2

Anth ony

Lakin

1
2

Who Wr o:;t: The Ao vie and What E1 se Did He

Ward

rite , p. 295.

JWR, Dean Jagger Collect. i on, Manu scr ip Lib:rary, Brigha.:n
Young Univezs i t y, Provo, Utah.
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NOllTH STAR

1943
RKO Radio Pictures

Story
Screenplay

Lil l i a n HE:llman
Lillian HE:llman

Producer

Goldwyn

Director

Lewis Milestonel

Mar~na

Ann Baxter
Dana And::-ews

Kolya
Dr . Kur in
Ka.rp

Damian
Dr . V::in Harlen
Rod ion
Sophia

Wnltcr ifo_t on
Wal te:- Brennan
Farle:,r ~r211 g ~r
Erich Von St rohe im

Dean Jagger
Ann Harding

Jane Hthcrs
Eric Rute r t2

Claudia

Grisha
1

Da v td Robinscn, The Hi s tc.r;-1 of 'dorld Cjne_ a
Stein and ay Puo lishars , 1965) , p . 2; u.
2

c ol. 1.

ayer - '-i enzies

Bosley Crowther , ·l e.; York Time

. over.1 ber

(r ew Yo::-k:

5 , 1943,

p . 2; ,

1 19

ALASKA
1944
Monogram Picture3

1Dean Jagger Collection ,
University , Provo , Utah ,

anuscript Library , Brigha111 Young

120

I LIVE Dl C:llOSVE !OR SQU/\RE (British )
A YANK IH LONDON ( American)

]945
Mauric e Cowan
Nicholas Phipps , William
C, Bayles
Herbert WUcox
Herbert Wilcox

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director
Cast
Lady Fat Fairfa-x

Anna Naegl e

.Ma j . Dav id :Bri.lce
Sgt . John Patterson
Duke of Exmoor

Rex Harri~on

Benjie Greenburg

Dean Ja_sge r
Robert Morley
Jane Darwell
Nancy Price
Irene Vanbrugh
Edward Rigby
Walter H~dd
Elliot t Arluck

Postman

Fr ancis Pierl ot

Mrs. Patterson
Mrs . Wilson
Mrs , Catchpole
Innkeeper
Vicar

Bates
Lt . Lutyens

Aubrey Malla lieu

Ta.xi Driver

Michael Shepley
Charles Vic tor

Paratrooper

Ronald Shiner

1

Devon :

Den is Giffo::rd , The Br itish Fil.111 Cata ogue

South Devon House , 1973) ,

p ,

11000 .

(Newton , Abbot,
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SIS1'ER KE NY

1946
RKO Radio Pictures

Story

Elizabeth Kenny

Scr eenplay
Producer

Dudley Nichols
Dudl ey Nichols
Dudley Ni chols

Directo:-

Elj_zabeth Kenny

Kevin Con11ors
Dr. Brac k
Mary Kenny
Michae l Kenny
Medical Director

Rosalind Russell
Dean J agger
Philip Meri vale
Beulah Bondi

Charles Dingle
John Lit el

Doreen McCa

Dorrie
Mrs. McIntyre

Fay Hem

Mr. McIntyre

Charl es K~

Agnes

Dorothy Peterson~
1

col. 2.

1

Bosley Crowther , Ne w York Times , Sept e mber JO , 1946 , p . 21,
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DRIFTWOOD
1947

Republic Pictures
Story
Scr eenplay
Producer
Director

All an Dwan
C. J. Alton 1

Walter Brennan

N. Wood
Dean Jaeger

1964) I

1
TV Guide (Philadelphia :
P • 18 •

Triangle Publications, April 18 ,

12 3
PURSUED

1947
Warner Brothers
Story
Screenplay

Producer
Director

Thorley Cal lum
Jeb Rand
Mrs. Medora Callwn
Grant Callum
Jake Dingle
Adam Callum

Prentice Mccomber
Sergeant

Larry Ev ans

Niven Busch
Raoul Walsh
1
Sol Wurtzel

Teresa Wrigh

Robert Mitdmm
Judi th Anderson
Dean Jagger
Alan Hale
John Rodney
Harry Corey , Jr .
Cl if ton Young2

1

Peter Cowie , ed . , A Concise History
( New York : A, S . Bai·ne s and Co ., 197 1 ) , p . 57 ,
2

col. 2 .

Bosley Crowther,

ew York Times , March 8 , 194'/ , p . 10 ,
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C MAI
1949
Film Classics
Story
Screenplay
Producer

Bern e Giler
Berne Giler
Joseph Lerner

Director

Jos eph Lerner

1

Cast

Doc Spencer

Joh:1 Carr adine

Kathe
Cliff Holden
Ownye

L i t tie. El wen
Dean J agg e2:
Hary Landers

Mat ty Royal

Rene Paul

Inspector Brandon
Mrs . Hoffman

Wal ter Vau ghn

Lydia Brundage
Birdie

Adela id e Klein
Edith Atwater
J ean Ellen 2

1
Dimmit t , An Ac-to:!:"' s Guide to the Tal ki<Js , p , 137,
2

col. 4.

Bosley Crowther, i'ew York Times , May 28, 1949 , p. 11 ,
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TWELVE O' CLOCK HIGH
19'19

Sy Bartlett
Sy Bartlett
Darryl F, Zanuck
Henry King1

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director
Cast
Cene:::-al Savage
Lt. Colonel Ben Gate l y
Gen. Pritchard
Major Stovall
Sargean Miell~gnny
Captain Kais er
Major Cobb
Lt. Bishop
Nurse

Lt. Zimmerman
Birdwell
1
2

Gregory Peck
Hugh arlow
Me1ard 1\itchell

Dean Jagger

Robert Arthur
Paul Stewar t

John Kellogg
Bob Patton
Joyce McKinzie
Lee MacGregor
Sam Edwards2

Who Wrote The .. ov i e 2.nd l iha -t Else Did He Write , p. Jl+2 ,

Di.rnm itt , An Actor •~ Guide to the Talkies , p . 1065 .
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SIERR.~

1949
Un i versal
Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

Stuart Hardy
Edna Anhalt
Michael Kraike
1
Alfred E . Green

Cast

Ring Has sard
Lonesome
Riley Martin
J eff Hassard
Big Mati
Brent Coultier
Sam Coultier
Duke Lafferty

1
2

col. 2 .

Audie urphy
Burl I ves
Wanda Hendrh:
Dean Jagger
Richard Rober

Anthony Curtis
Houseley Stevenson
Elliott Reid.
Grif'f Barnett
Elizabeth Risdon
Roy Roberts
Gregg Mar-tell
Sara All good2

Di.mmit t , An Actor's Guide to the ~al kies , p . 909 ,
Bosley Crowther ,

ew York Ti.mes , September

15, 1950,

p . J1,
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DARK CITY
1950

Paramount
Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

Larry Marcus
Larry Marcus
Hal Wall is
l
Willia~ Dieterle

Danny Haley
Fran

Charlton l-ieston
Lisabeth Scott
Jack Webb
Viveca Lindfors
Don DeFore

Angie

Vic toria Winant
Arthur W.inan:.
Barney
Soldier
Swede

Henry !':organ
Walt er Sande

Billy WinP..nt

Mark Kevning

Sidn ey w· nai.t
Capt. Garvey

Mike Mazurki
Dean Jagger2

Ed Begley

1Dinunitt , An Actor ' s Guide to the Talkies, p. 219 ,
2

col. 5.

Bosley Crowther ,

1

ew York Times , October 9, 1950 , p . 40,
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RAWHIDE
1951

Twentieth Century Fox
St ory
Screenplay
Producer
Dir ector

To:n Owens

Vinnie Hol t
Zimm erman
Yanc y

Sam Todd
Tevis

1

Samuel 0 . Engel
Henry Hathaway1

Tyrone Power
Susan Hayward
Hugh Marlowe

Dean Jagge r
Edgar Buc hanan
Jack El am 2

Who Wrote The \ovie and What Else Did He wr·te , P• 4-05 .

2TV Guide (Philadelphia :

1974) ,

Dudley Ni..cholas
Dudley Nicholas

p , A-28 ,

Triangle Publicat ions , July 21,

12 9

WARPATH
1952
Paramount
Story
Screenplay
Producer

Frank Gruber
Frank Gruber

Direcior

Byron Haskin

John Vickers
Sgt. O' Hara

Edmond 0 ' Brien
Forrest Tucker
Dea.r1 Jagger
Polly Bergen

Nat Holt

Sam Quade

Polly Quade
Gen, Custer
Private Potts

James

1

Millican

Wallace Ford
Paul Fix

Louis Jean Heydt
Paul Lees
Walter Sande
Charles Dayto.
Bob Bray
John I·lar,_~f i eld

Chief Yc,-,:lachie
Monte Elue

Paul B1..:rns
Cliff Clark
John Hart2

1
Smith and Cawkwell, p , 4J8.
2D·

immi·t-1-V)

An Actor's Guide to the Talkies , p . 110 .
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MY SON JOHN
1952

Paramowrt

Leo McCarey
Myles Connolly
Leo McCary
Leo McCary

Story
Sc cenplay
Producer

Director

Cast
Lucille Jefferson
John Jefferson

Helen Hayes
Robert. 1,falke:r

Mr. StedJ an

Van Heflin

Dan Jeff ers on
Dr. Carver
Father O' Dawd
Ruth Carlin

Dean Ja.0 ger

Ben Jefferson
Cl-nck Jefferson
Bedford

Minor Wats on

Frank 1cHugh
b:eno WL"!St on

J a.meG Young

Richard Jaeckel
Tod Karns1

131

THE DE VER ON TIIE RIO GHANIJE:
1952
Frank Gru ber
Frank Grnber
Nat Holt
l
Byron Haskin

Story
Screenplay

Produc er
Director
Cast

F.c.mond 0 ' Brien
S+.erl ing H2.yd.e

J im Vesser
McCabe

Dean J&gger

General Pa l :., er
Linda Pres :!O ~ t
J oh!'lny Ru.ff
JanE;

Lau,a Elli0tt
Lyl e ettger
Zazu Pitts

Sloa!'l
:Iaskins
Bob Nelson
Sheriff Ma s~,ers
Harkeness

Tom Powe:-s
Rober t Barrat
Don Haggerty
Jam es Burke
J . Car:roll Nash 2

1

Smith and Cawkwell, p .

JJJ .

2
Dimmit t , An Actor ' s Guide to the Talkie~ , p . 235 ,

13 2

IT CROWS ON TREES
1952

Leonard Pm.skins Barn ey Stater
Leon ard Pras kins Barney Stater
Leonard Golnstein
Arthur Lubinl

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

Cast
Pol] y Bax~ er
Diane Eax er
Phil Baxter
R~l:ph Bo1-.- er
Mrs . Pryu·
Midge Baxter
Dr . Harol d Burrows
John Letherby
McGurie

lrene Dun!le
Joan Evans
Dean Jagger

Richa r d Crenna
Edith Meiser
Sandy 'aemayne
Forre s t Lewis
Fra.nk Ferguson

Bob Sweeney2

1

John M. Smith and Tim Cawk-well , assoc . ed s. , The h r J.d
Encycloi)edia_of he F "lrn ( ew York : Wo::::ld P...1hl.ishing , ::;i72 ) ,
J),

J64 .

2
Ri chard Fertrand D:i.m.::li t-t , A:'.1 Actor ' s Gu 1.de :.o t he a lkies ,
Vol. I-II (lt,etu c he., . -3W Jersey : The Scarecrow Press , - nc ., 1967) ,
p . 494 .
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THE ROBE
19S3

Twentieth Century Fox
Story
Scre enplay

Lloyd Dougl a.s

P. Dunne

Producer

Frank Ross

Direc tor

Henry Koster

Marc ellus GalJio

Richard Burton
Jean Simmons
Victor Mat·..ire.
Michael Ren nie
Richard Eoone
J ay .Robinson
Dean Jagger
Torin Thatcher
Betta St. John
Jeff Morrow
Dawn Addams
Leon Askin

Diana
Demetrius

Peter
Pilate
Caligula
Justus
Gallia
Miriam

Paulus
Junia
Abidor
Rebecc a
Q.ui11 tu ~
Marcipor

1

Helen Beverly
Frank Pulaski
David Leonard
2
Micha~l Ansara

Judas
1

Smith a.nd Cawkwell, p . 407 .

2n·

lmIT!l•t.J..l , ,

P•

839 .
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NO ESCAPE
1953

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

Charles Bennett
Charles Bennett
Matt Fried
1
Charles Bennett

'h·acy
Pat

Lew Ayres

Marjorie Steele

Si on

Sonny Tufts

Gunni_ng

Lewis Martin
Charles Ca.P. e

Grossett
Olga
Turnip
Pa

1Dimmitt, A Title Guide to

Gertrude Mic ael

Renny McEvoy
Peter Hayden
Dean Jag~;;. 2
James Grl.J..1.lth

he Talkies , p , 1200 .

2Dl.JTIJ~itt, An Actor Guide to the Talkies, p. ?OJ .
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WHITE CHRIS1M AS

1954
Norman Krasna ,
Norman Panama ,
Melv in Frank

Story

Screenplay
Robert Emmett Dolan
Michael Curtis1

Produc ~r

Director

Bing Crosby

Bob Wallace
Phil Davis
Betty

Danny Kaye
Ros emary Clooney
Vera-Ellen
Dean Jagger

Judy

General Wa verly

Mary Wickes
John Brascia

Em!ila

Joe

Susan

Anne Whitfield
Sig Rwnan
Robert CrcsfcO,.

Lar.d.lord
Al l::lert
Novello
Sheriff

Herb Vigr2..n

James Par nell 2

1

cary Jenr.in 6 s , The Mo v ie Book

196)) J P • 126 •
2 D; ,,,,...1.· tt,
.U I Ull

p • 1123 •

( ·ew York :

The Dial P::-ess ,
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DAD DAY AT BLACK ROC K

1954
1
Howard Breslin
Millard Kaufman

Story

Screenplay
Producer

Dore Schary2
Don Sturges

D.irector

Cast
John MacR eedy

Spencer Trac y

Reno Smit:,

Roberi:. Ryan
Anne Franc i s

Liz Wi::.·i,h
Doc Velie

Wal t er Br enn an

Lee Marvin
Dean Jagger
John Erics on

Hector Dsvid
Tim Hor n
Peter \• irth
Coley Trimble

1
Ernest rlorgn ine-

1

-1,fho ~!1ot e The. ovie a nd What Else Did . e Write , p . 206 .

2 D"

lJTllTll' t

t

,

An Acto-r Guide to t h e Talkies, :p .

J1J.
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PRIVATE HEU THIRTY SIX
1954

Filmakers

Story

Collier Young and
Ida Lupino

Screenplay

Coll ier Young and
Ida Lupino

Coll ie ~ Young
Don Siegel

Producer
Di.rector

Cast
Lillie ,2. rlowe
Calvin nru ner

Jack Sheridan
Capt . Michaels

Ida Lupino
Steve Cochra::
Howard Duff

Dean Jagger
Dorothy

1
col. 4, ,

1

alone-

Bosl ey Crowther, Ne.w York Times , September 4 , 1954 , p. 6 .
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EXECUTIVE SUITE
1954

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Direc tor

Cameron Hawley
Ernest Lehman

1

John Houseman

Robert Wise2
Cast
Will iam Holden
June Allyson

MacDonald Wal ling
Mary Walling
Julia O. Tredway
Loren Shaw
Frederick Y. Alderson

Barbara Stanwyck
Frederic Jv arch
Walter Pidgeon
Dean Jagg er
Shelley Hnters

Je sse Q, Grimm

Eva Bardeman
Josiah Dudley
Erica ttartin

Paul Dougl2.s
Nina ?och

1

who Wrote '!'he Movie and What Else DB H~ ',·lri te , _nd.ex of
(Los Angeles : The 'fri t.ers

screen writer s and their fil works
Guild of k erica , 1970) 1 p . 256 .
2

'"<

Tim Considine-'

Mike Walling

Smith and Cawkwell, p.

JDimmitt , p . 288.

-341.
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IT' S A DOG' S LIFE
1955
Story
Screenpl ay
Produ c er
Director

Richard Hard i ng
J ohn ~ ichacl Hay es
Hen r y Bc:nnan
Her man Hoffman

Cast
Patch McGil l
Jer emiah Nol an

J e ff Richard s

Mabe l Maycroft

Edmund Gween
J arma Lewis

Mr . Wy ndham

Dean ,T agger

Tom Tat tl e
Dorothy Wyndham

Willard Sage
Sally Fraser
Rich ard Anderso

George Oakley
Paddy Corin
Charact er Role

1
Dimm it t ,
2

J,

~ . Ker r i gan
Wildfire 2

A

Tit l e Gu id e t o t he Ta lkies , p . 8 J1 .

Dimmit t , An Ac ' or C~i de to th e Ta lkies , p . 496 .
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TIIE ETERN AL SEA

1955

Story
Screenplay
Produc er

William Wister
Will iam Wis ter
J ohn A. Aver l

Direc tor
Cast
Rear Admiral John Hoskins

Sterling Hayd e n

Zuggy

Ben Cooper

Lt. Johnson
Sue Hosk ins
Vic e AdJniral Tho·na s Semple
Dorothy Bu.racker

Rich ard Crane

1

Alexis Smit

Dean Jagger
Virg inia Grey

Dimmitt , A Title Guj_de to the Talkies , p . 471 ,

2Dimmitt , An Actor Guide to th e Talkies , p , 235 ,

2
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RED SUNDOWN

1955
Story
Scre enpl a y
Producer
Director

Lewis B. Patten
Martin Berkeley
Albert Zugsm i th
J, A!'nold1

Al ec

Caroline

Rory Calhoun
Martha Hyer

Jade

Dean Jagger

Rufus Henshaw

Robert Middleton
Jam es Millica.
Lita Baron
Grant Williams
Trevor Bartlette
Dave Kasday
Stevie Wooton

Purv is

Marie
Swann

Sam Baldwin
Hughie

Chuck
Rod
Bert Fly nn
Zellman
1

Leo Gordon
Steve Darrell
2
John Carp nter

Dimm itt. , A Title Guide to the 'falld.es , p,

2
Dlln.!llitt,

lm

- 39? .

Actor Guide to the Talkies, p . 818 .

14 2
ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE

1956
Story
Screenp l ay
Producer
Director

Cpt. James Hollenbeck
Maj . Ward Tho as
Pat Lange
Dr. Hugh Thornton
Cpt , Mike Bent ley
Lee Welch
Sgt . Zack Deming
Sgt , Ike Forbes

1

Dimmitt, A Title Guide to the

Simon Wincelbert Franc is Cockre] l
Simon Hncel bert l<--.rancis Cockre:11
Willi run Bloom1
Robert D. Webb

Guy t adison
John Hodiak
Virgi n ia Leith
Dean ,Jagger
Warren Stevens
Kin g Calder
Donald -:urphy
Ken Cl ark2

aL~ies, p . 1237,

2nimmit t, /'.n l\ctor Guide to -:.he Tz.lkics , p . 72S ,

14 3

THE GREAT MAN

1956

Story
Screenplay

Al Morgan
Al Morgan -

Producer
Director

Aaron Rosenberg

Jose Ferrer
Jose Ferrer
Cast
Joe Harr is
Philip Carleton
Sid Moore
Carol Larson

Jos e Ferrer
Dean Jagger

Ginney

Joanne Gilbert
Ed Wynn
Jim Backus

Paul Beaseley
Nick Cellant ano
Eddie B:rand
Dr . O' Connor
Mike Jacks on
Harry Conners

Charley Carruthers
Mrs. Rieber
Mary Browne
Receptioni!; t
Mail boy
1
col. 2.

Bosley Cro;.rther ,

Kee an \•. ynn

Juli e London

Russ Mo~gan
Edward C. Platt
Robert Faulk
Lyle Talbot
Vin t on Ha.ywo:r Jh
Henry fuc.<Us
Jan ie A.l e:r. ar: er
Vicki Dugan

Robert SchHartz 1

ew York TL~es , January 2 ,

1957 , p . 28,

14 4

X THE UNKNOWN

19 57

Warn er Brothers
Story
Screenpl ay

Pr oduc er

Jimmy Sangster
1
J immy Sangster
Anth ony Hinds

Direc t or

Lesl ie Nonnan

Dea n ,Tagger
Edward Chapman

Leo Mc Ker n
William Lucus
Peter Hammond

Anthony Newley
Kenneth Cope
2
Mary Ann Br auns
1

2

who \•rote tl1e Movie a nd Hhat Els e Did He Wr ite , p , 454 .

Di.rn.'lit t , An Act or Gu ide to

he Talk5 8 S , p . 1151.
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FORTY GUNS
1957

Twentieth Century Fox
Story
Screenpl ay
Producer
Director

Samuel Fuller
Sam uel F'ull er
Srunuel Fuller
Samu el Fuller

1

Cast

Barbara Stanwyck
Barry Sullivan
Dean J agger
John Er icson
Gene Bar ry
Robert Dix
Paul Dubon
Gerald MU ton
Ziva Rodann
Hank ·Jorden

Sandra Wirth
Neyl e arrow
Chuck Robertson
Cl1uck

nd

Ja..cd

Eve Brent2
1

Who Wrote The i°'iQvi e ard What Else Did He Write , p. 266 .

2
Dimmitt , An Actor Guide to t he Talkies , p . 332 ,

14 6
BERNADINE

1957
Twentieth Century Fox
Story
Screenplay
Produc er
Director

Mary Chasel
Theodore Reeve s
Sam uel G. Engle
Henry Lev in2
Cast
Pat Boone
Terry Moore
Jan et Gaynor
Dean Jagger
James Drury
Natal ie Schafer 3

BE:!au

Jean
Mrs . Wilson

J . Full erton Wel y
Lt, Langley Beaumont
Mrs , Bea um cnt

1Dimmitt ,

A

Title

uide ~o the Talkies , p , 120 .

2Smith and Cawkwell, p . Jl6 .

3Dimmitt , An Ac tor Guide to the Talkies , p . 81 .

14 7
ThlIBE TIRA VE MEN

19 57

Twentieth Century Fox
Story
Screenpl ay
Producer
Director

Anthony Lewes
Philip Dunne
C. Clarke
l
Philip Du nne

Cast
Joe DiMar co
Bernie Go l d8~i t h
Rogers
Capt , Winfi eld
Lt . McC oy
Heter Goldsm i th
Maj . J ensen
Eros Warren
Shirley Golds ith
Harr y Goldsm i th
Pryor
Miss Scott
Di etz

Ray Mil l and

Er nest Bor gnine
Dean J agg er
F'rank Lov ejoy

Nina Foch
V:irgi nia Christ ine
Edward Andr ews
Frank Fayler
Di a n Jergens
Warren Berlinger
John Arch er
Ol i ve Bl akeney
Robert Bu::i:ton2

1
D:imm itt, A Title Gu i de t o the Talk ie s , p . 1765 .
2n immitt, An Ac t or Gu i de t o t he Talkies , p . 1019 ,
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THE PROUD REBEL

1958

Formosa Prcxiuctions
Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

James Edward Grant
Joseph Petracca
Samuel Goldwyn, Jr .
Michael Curtiz1
Cast

Davis
Jeb

Judge Morely
1
Smi th and. CawJ.n-:ell , p , 402 ,

2TV Gu id e, October 9, 1974, p . A- 67.

Alan Ladd
Dean Jagger
Cecil Kellaway
Dean Stanton
Henry Hu112
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KING CREOLE
19S8
Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

Harold Robbins 1
Herbert Baker

Danny Finnell
Nellie
Mr . Finnell
Matie Fields
Mimi
Charlie LeGrand

Elvis Presley
Dolores Hart
Dean J agger
Walter Matthau
Jan Shepard

Shark

Vic MorrowJ

Hal Wallis

--Curtis 2

Paul Stewart

1

Dimmitt , A Title Guide to the Talkie , p . 882 .

2

Smith and Cawkwell, p. J68 ,

3Dimmitt , An Ac tor Guide to the Talkies , p . 53 .
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THE NUN ' S STORY
1959
Story
Screen_play
Produc er
Director

Ka thryn Hulme
Ro bert Anderson
Henry Dlanke
Fred Zinnemann

Sister Luke
Dr, Fortunati
Mother Emmanuel
Mother Mathilde
Dr . Van Der Mal
Sister Margharita
Mother Christopher
Sister William
Sister Eleanor
Mother Marcella
Mother Katherine
Sister Pauline
Simone
Archangel
Caplain
Dr . Cocv~rts
Father Venneuhlen

Audrey Hep burn
Pete r Finch
Edith Evans
Peggy Ashcroft
Dean Jagger
Mildred Dunnock
Beatrice Straight
Patr icia Collings
Rosalie Crutchley
Ruth White
Barbara O' Neil
Margaret Phil lips
Patricia Bosworth
Coll een Dewhurst
Stephe Murray
Lionel Jefferle s
·Niall MacGinnis1

1

The New York Times Directo-rv of The Film

Press, Random House , 1971) , p . 693 ,

( ew York :

Arno
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ELMER GAN TRY

1960

United Arti sts
Stor y
Screenplay
Director

Sinclair Lewi s
Richard Brooks
Bernard Smith
Richard Brooks

Elmer Gantry
Sister Sharon Falconer
William L . Morgan
Jim Lefferts
Lulu Bains
Sister Rac hel
George Babbitt
Rever end Pengilly
Pete
Reverend Brown
Re verend PhiUips
Reverend Ga~rison
Reverend Planck
Reverend Ul rich
Captain Hol t
Preacher

Burt Lancaster
Jean Simmons
Dean Jagger
Art hur Kennedy
Sh irle y Jones
Patti Page
Edward Andrews
John Mc I ntire
Joe Maross
Everett Gl ass
Mi chael Whalen
Hugh Marlowe
Phil ip Ober
Wen.:lel l Ho l mes
Barry Kelly
Rex Ingrarn1

Produc e r

1
A. H. Weiler , The New York Times Director y of The F.'..lm ,
p. 249.
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CASH MC CALL

1960

Warner Brothers
Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

Cameron Ha wley
Lenore Coff ee!
Henry Blanke
2
Joseph De vney
Cast

Cash McCal l
Lory Auste:1
Wins t on Conway
Maude Kennard
Grant Aust en

Jam es Garn er
Natal ie ·Wood
E. G, Mar shall
Nina Foch
Dean Jagger

Gil Clark
Wil At herson

Henry Jones

Otto Kruger 3·

1Who Wrot e The !':ovie and What Els e Did He Write , p. 228 .

2Smith and Cawkwell, p. 32J .
>nim.mitt , An Actor Guide t o the Talkies , p , 156 ,
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PARRISH
1961

Warner Brothers

1
Jane Barris
Delmer Daves 2
Delmer Daves
Delmer Daves

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director
Cast

Troy Donahue
Claudette Colbert
Karl Malden
Dean Jagg er
Connie Stevens
Diane cBain
Sharon Hugueny
Dub Taylor
Hampton Fancher)

Parrish kLean
E'llen McL ean
Judd Raike
Sala Post
Lucy
Alison Post
Paige Raike
Teet Howe
F.d.gar Raike

1D:i..mm itt , A THle Guide to the Talkies, p ,
1287 .
·)

-smith

and Caw kw e ll, p . 396 .

Jnimmitt , An Ac tor Guide to the Talkies, p. 752 ,
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THE HO EYMOON MACHINE
1961

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

George Wells
Lawrence Weingarter

Richard 1l10rpe1
Cast

Lt. Ferguson Howard

Steve HcQueen
Brigid Bazlen

Julie Fitch
Jason Eldridge
Inspector of Casino Games

Marcel Hillaire

Pam Dunstan

Paula Prentiss

Burford Taylor

Jack Wes t on
Ken Lynch

Jim Hutt on

Captain J a.mes .J\r.gle
Beau Gill ian
Admiral Fitch
Russian Consul
Tommy Dane

Jack Mullaney
Dean Jagger
Ben Ast ar
William Lanteau

Captain Harvey Adam

Simon Scoti.,2

1

Sunday News , August 27, 1961 , p . 28. Dean J agger Coll ection ,
Manuscript Libr ary , Brigham Young University, Provo , Utah .

2
D:i.mmitt, An Acto~ Gu ide to the Talkies , p . 446 .
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JUMBO

196l
Story

Ben Hecht,
Charles Mac Arthur
Ben Hecht,
Charles MacArthur
Billy Rose
Charles Wal ters
Rodgers and Hart

Screenplay
Producer
Director
Music

Pop Wonder
Kitty Wonder
John Noble
Sam Rawlins
Lulu

Jim.my Durante
Doris Day
Dean Jagger
Stephe n Boyd
Martha Raye
Joseph Waring
Lynn Wood
Charl es \ at .. s
James Chandler
Robert Burton

Harry

Tine

Ellis
Parson s
Madison
Hank
Eddie
Driver

Wilson Wood
Norman Leavitt

Grady Sutton1
1

Brooks Atkin son, Broadway
1964), p. 114.

( New York:

Macmillan Publishers,
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STAY AWAY JOE

1965

MGM

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director

- - Tewkesbury

El v is Presley
-- Meredit\
Dean Jagger
1Fi1m Fac ts , Vol. XI , (1968) , p . 269 .
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FIRST TO FIGHT
1967

Warner Brothers
Story
Screenplay

Gene Coon
Gene Coon

Produc er
Director

William Conrad

Christian

yby

Cast

Lt. Jack Connell
Lt. Col. Baseman
Peggy Connell
Sgt, Tweed
Lt. Overman
Capt. Mason

Chad Everett
Dean Jagger

Marilyn Devin

Gene Hac kman
Gene Hackman ,..,

Claude Akins.:.

1wto Wrote the Movie and What Else
¾award Thompson, New Yark Times, March JO ,

col. 1.

1967 , p. 55 ,

1
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DAY OF TI{E EVTI, GUN

1968
MGM

Story

CharJ.es Warren and
Eric Bercovici1

Screenpl ay
Producer
Director

Lorn Warfield
Owen Forbes
Jimmy oble
Addis
Sheriff Kelson
Deleon
Sargeant Parker
Lydia Year by
Willford

1

Who Wrote the Movie and What Else Dj

~owa.rd Thomp son,
col. 2.

Glen n Ford
Arthur Kennedy
Dean Jagger
John Anderson
Paul Fix
Nico I inardos
Dean Stanton
Pill ar Pellicer
Parley Bael2

ew York Times , April 25, 1968 , p . .53,

159
FIRECREEK
1%8

Warner Brothers - 7 Arts
Story
Screenplay
P:roduc er
Director

Calvin Clements
Calvin Clements
P. Leacock
1
Vinc ent McEveety

Johnny Cobb

James Stewart
He:.-try Fonda
Dean Jagger
Inger Ste vens
Gary Loch'wood

Larkin

Whitt ier
Evelyn
Earl
Arthur
Preacher Broyl es
Mr . Pittman
Norman
Leah

Drew
Meli
Henrie tta Co-ob
Hall

Dulcie
1

J. Robert Porter
Ed Begley
Jay C, Flippin

Jack El am
Brook Bundy
James Best
Barbara Luna

JackqLeline Scot~
John Qualin
2
Louise latham

Who Wrote The .ovie and What Else Did He ,fri ' e , p . 261,

'11oward Thompson , New York Times, February 22, 1968, p . 36,

col. 2,
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SMI'i'H
1969

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director
1

Paul St. Pierre
1
Louis Pelletier

Who Wrote the Mo vie and What Else Did He Wr ite. , p . 398 .
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THE KREMLIN LETTER

1970

Story
Scre enplay

John Huston

Producer

Cart er DeHa ven

Director

John Huston

Richa:cd Boone
Patrick 0 ' eal
Barbara f'c;..rkins
Dean J agger
B. Anderson
George Sanders
Max Vo n Sydow

John Huston1
1
Smith and Cawkwell, p . 369 .
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VANISH ING FO INT
1970

Malcolm Hart

Story
Screenplay
Produc er
Director

Guillermo Cain
Norman Spenc e.r·
Richard C, Sarafian
Cast

Kowalski
Super Soul
Prospector
Vera
Young Cop
Older Cop
Angel
Nude Rider
1st Male Hitchiker
2nd Male Hi chiker
Clerk at Delivery Agency
J, Hovah
J. Hovah 's Singers

1

Barry Newman

Clea von Little
Dean Jagger
Victoria -:Cdlin
Pc:.ul Koslo
Bob Donner
T:i.Jnothy Scott

Gilda _exter
Anthony James
Arthur Malet
Karl Swenso
Severn Darolen
Delaney and 3 nnie
and Frie d.s

Charles Champlin, Film Facts , Vol . XIV , November 6 , 1971 ,

p, 130 - 132.
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SO BAD ABOUT GLORIA
1972

Story

Marshal l Riggon

Screenplay
Producer
Director

1Marshall Riggan , Motion Picture ( ew York:
International, ovember 17. 1972) , p . 4.

Centronics

1
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THE HA GED MAN
1973

Stor y
Screenplay
Producer
Director

Bing Crosby
Cast

JclJll es De·1lin
Carrie Gault
Lew Hall eck
Namel e ss
Ben j amin Gaul t
Josiah Howe
Billy Irons

Steve Fm:rest
Sharon Acker
Cameron Mitchell

Father Alvaro

Will Geer
Bobby Eil ba cher
Dean Jagger
Brenden Boone
Rafael Ca.':l pos

Sol edad Villegas

Barbara Luna1

1TV Gu ide , March 13, 1974, p. A- 68.
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GOD DAMN DR , SHAGETZ
1974

L-T Films, Inc.

Royce Applegate
Larry Spieg2.l
Peter S. Traynor
Edward Collins

Story
Screenplay
Producer
Director
Cast

Jame s Kea.c h
Michele ~.arsh
Robert Walker
Doria Cook
Dean Jagger

Dabbs Greer
Lur ene Tuttle

Regis To

ey1

1cover of Box Office, August 5, 1974, Western Edition .
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RADIO AND TELEVISION
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D/\ISY MAn!E (Radio)

1948
Story
Produc er

George Kelly
American Broadcas ting
Company
Homer Fickett

Director
Cast
Dai sy

layme

Cliff
May

Mrs. Laura Fenner
Olly

Charli e Snyder
Ruth Fenner
Mr. Filoon
1

nean Jag ger Coll ection,
University , Provo , Utah.

Ethel Merman
Dean Jagger
Susan Douglas
Barba ra Weeks
Enid Markey
J ack Mannin
Mary MacArthus
Roy Fant 1

1anuscript Library, Brigham Young

168

VALLEY FORGE (Radio)
1948

Amer ican Broadcasting Co.
Story
Producer
Director

United States Steel

Claude Rains
June Duprez
George Coulouris
Dean Jagger 1
1nean Jagger Collection, Manuscript Library, Brigh2lil Young
University, Provo , Utah .
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TELEVISION
Gulf Playhouse (NBC), December
Starring:

5,

1952-- "0ur 200 Children

1

Dean Jagger

V5deo Th8atre (CBS), May 20 , 19_54--"Blind Fury"
Starring:

?

De~n Jagger-

Cavalcade of America (A BC) , December 7, 1954--"A Day i n the Life
a Doctor 11
Starring :

Dean Jagger and Sheila Brornley 3

Schlitz PJ.avhouse of Stars ( DBS) ,

Starring:

.

-

Dean Jagger

uly 22, 1955 --" Visibility Ze~o "

4

Studio 57 , October 2 , 1955--"My Son is Gone"
Starring :

r:

Dean Jagger.,,

Cavalc ade Theatre (ABC ), January 10 , 1956- -"Night Cal l"
Starrir.g:

Dean Jagger

6

Twentieth Century Fox Hour (CBS) , November 14 , 1956-- "Smoke Jwnpers"
Story : Dlark E . Reynolds
Starri g : Dan Duryea , Dean Jagger, Ric hard Jaeckel and Joan
Le slie?

1"TV Highlights ," New York Times , December

2

.

Ibid., ray 20, 1954 , p. 4-7 .

-'Ibid., December 7,

1951.J. ,

P • 49 ,

4I bid., July 22 , 1955 , p . 4J ,
5Ibid., October 2 , 1955 , p. 12.

6Ibid., January
10, 1956. p . 63 .
7 Ibid ., November 14 ,
1956, p. 71.

5, 1952 , p. 42 ,
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Zane Grey Theatre (CBS) , March 15 , 1957 - -"There Were Four "

Starring :
Playh ouse

~q

Story :

Dean Jagger

1

(C BS ) , Septen ber 19 , 1957--" The Dark Side of the Earth "
Rod Ser ling
2
Van Heflin, Kim Hunter and Dean Jagger

Starring :

Loretta Young Show (NBC), February 1 , 1959--"Seec. From The East "
Starring:

Dean J agger 3

Twilight Zone (CBS) , Marcy 10 , 1971--"Static"

Starring :

Dean Jagger , Carmen latthews, Robert Emhardt

4

Our American Heritage (NBC) , April 22, 1961 --" Gentl eman '~ Dec isio:1"
Starr i ng:

Dean Jagger as General Robert E . Lee
~
Robert Emhardt as General Winfi eld Scott-"

G. E. Theatre (CBS), April 29 , 1962- - "Misi:.er Doc "
Starring :

Dean Jagger

6

Alfred P.itchcock Theatre (CBS) , Ma:cch 15, 1963- -" The Star Juror"

Starring:

Dean Jagge/

Mr . Novak (NBC) , 196J- 64 , A Series
Writer: E . Jack Neuman
Producer : E . Jack ·eu.rnan

Director :
Starring :

Boris Sagal
Dean Jagger as Pr i ncipal Albert Vane
James Franciscus as M.r . ovak8

1
Dean J agger Coll ection , Manuscript Library , Br i gham Young

University, Pro vo, Utah .
2

"TV Highl"ghts," New Yor k Times, September 19, 1957, :p . 59 .

3Ibid,, February 1, 1959, p. 14
4

Dean Jagger Collection , Manuscr ipt Library , Br i gham Young

Univers ity, Provo , Utah .
?Ibid ,

8

Ibid.

17 1

The Fugitive (ABC), No vember 29, 1966 , Quinn Mart i n Production
Series Starring : David Janssen and Barry Morse
Guest Star : Dean Jagger1
Incident in San Francisco (movie made for tel evision --Quinn Mar in
Production) , February 21., 1969 and January 29 , 197.5
Story: J , E. Brown
Director: Don Medford
Starr i ng: Christ opher Connelly as a reporter
Richard Kil ey as an accused murderer
Dean Jagger as Sam
Tim O' Conner as Art
Ruth Roman as Sophia
John arley as Giane l li
Phyllis Thaxter as Louise
Leslie Nielsen as the Lieutenant
David Opatoshu as Ro sen
2
Claudia Mc ell as Odessa

Tne Lonely Profession , ( movie Made for tele vision) , October 21 , 1969
Direc tor :
Starring :

Douglas Heyes
Harry Guardino as private eye
Dean Jagger as Van Cl eve
Barbara Mc Na ir as Donna
Joseph Cotten as Bannister
I na Balin as K2.ren
Fernando Lamas as Sa va.rona
Dina Merrill as BeatriceJ

The Storefront 12.w-_vers , September 16 , 1970 , A Series
Starring : Robert Foxworth , Sheila Larken , Dav id Arkin
Gues t Star : Dean Jagger4
1

Charle:s S , Aaronson , ed ., 1966 International Te l evision

Almanac

( ew York:

Quigley Publ ications , 1966), p .

355 .

2
Toe Hollywood Reporter, March J, 1971 , p . 7.

3rv Guide , January 24 , 1976 , p . A- JO .
411

TV Highlights , " New York Times , September 16 , 1970, p , 95 .
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Brotherhood of
1970

he Bell , (movie made for television), September 17,

Story: David Karp
Screenplay: David Xarp
Producer: David Karp
Director: Paul Wendkos
Starring: Rosemary Forsythe , Glenn Ford, Dean Jagger , Robert
Pine, Elizabeth Hush, Dabney Coleman, Joe Brooks,
Hugh Benson, Bill Smithers, William Conrad , Robert
Clarke , Will Geer , Maurice Evans1
Matt Lincoln (ABC) , September 24 , 1970, "Angie"
Director:
Starring :

Hayden
Vince Edwards as Matt
Linda Morand as Angie
Dean Jagger as Dr , Lincoln
Phillipe Forquet as Jacques
Rita Shaw as Mrs . Tweed
Dan Tobin as Kelly2

Alka 2 Commericial, 1970
Starring:

Dean Jagger 3

lfarn e uf the Game (AnC) , Septemoer 24 , 19?0, A Series

Guest Star :

Dean Jagge!'

4

Bonanza (NBC) , February 21 , 1971
Starr ing : Lorne Green and Michael Landen
Guest Star: Dean Jagger5
1cecil Smith , TV Times , September 18 , 1970 , p. 14.

3nean Jagger Collection , Manuscript Library , Brigham Young
University , Provo , Utah .
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Partridge Family (Screen Gems Productions), September 2t, 1971,
" Don ' t ring Your Guns to Town , Santa"
Produc er : Larry Rosen
Starring : Shirley Jones
1
Guest Star: Dean Jagger as "Charlie the Prospector"
Th e Glass :.ouse (movie made for television) , November 17 , 1971
Story: Truman Capote
Starring: Vic Morrow , Clu Gulager, Billy Dee Williams,
Alan Alda , Dean Jagger , Roy Jensen, Luke Askew,
Tony Mancini , Alan Vint2

Colombo , Novem'ter 5, 1972 and. July 17, 1972, "Sudden Death Payoff "

Story: John D. Duggan
Starring : Peter Falk
J
Guest Star: Dean Jagger
Kung Fu ( A Series by Warner Brothers) , . ovem ber 11 , 197 2, "Dark Angel"
Starring :

Guest Star:

David Carrad i1}e
Dean Jagger~

Sh aft (A Series), August JO, 1973 , "The Execut i oners "

Director:
Starrin~ :

1
2

John Moxey
Richard Roundtr ee as Shaft
Ed Barth as Rossi
Robert Culp as Cunningham
Richard Jaeckel as Turner
Kaz Caras as F'elk
Fred Stromsbe as Club Ma.n #2
Dean Jagger as 1cCormick
Peter Laurence as Richards 5

J . V. Scout , December 17 , 1971, p. A-45 ,

Rose Hammon, San Francisco Chronicle, December 28 , 1971,

p . JO ,

3nean Jagger Collection , Man.uscript Library , Brigham Young
University, P~ovo , Utah .
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lt 's You:r Bet (Ralph And.:rews Productions , Game Show), 1973
Producer: Roy Herl
1
Guest Star : Dean Jagger
I Heard The Owl Call •1y ame (CBS-movie made for televi sion) ,
December 18 , 1973 ,
Story:

Gerald Di.Fego
Gerald DiPego
Producer : Dar yl Duke
Director: lrdyl Duke
Starring : Tome Courtenay as Father Mark Br ian
Dean J agger as the Bishop
Paul Stanley as J im Wallace
Marianne Jon~s as Keet~h
George Clutesi as Geor 5 e Hudson
Keith Pepper as Alan S:pencer

Tel eplay :

Margaret Atl es as Marta Stevens

2

Love Story (NBC, A Series), January 2, 1974, "'Time for Love"
Story: Robert Presnell , Jr.
Tel eplay: Esther Shapiro
Produc€r: Ynilip S. Parslow
Director:
Starring :

Dean Jagger as the Great-Grand.father
Kay

Lenz as Sara

Bruce Davison as J eff~ey
Joan Pringle as Susie J
Robert Mandan as Frank

Delphi Bureau (ABC, A Series) , June 30,

Producer:
Duector:
Starring:

1975, "Terror Brcker Project "

William Wiaro
Paul Wendkos
Laurence LuckL~bill , Celeste Holm, Joanna Pettet ,
Dean Jagger as Keller , Bob Crane as Charlie ,
Bradford Dillman as J ami.son, Cameron itchel l as
Stokely, David Sheiner as Dobkin, Lucille Benson
as Mrs . Loveless4

1Dean Jagger Collection.
2TV Guide, December 18, 1973, p. A-JO,

3r:aku, Te lefilm Re views , J anuary 4, 1974, p . 2J.
4

TV Guide, June JO, 1975 , P• A-82,

CHAPTER X

SUMMARY AND CO CLUSION
Chapter cne of this the sis shows the strong dedication and
p ersistence of a young man growing up on an Indiana farm.
who learned peotry while milking cows ",

1

" a boy who rode his pony

eight miles through the mud to l earn eloc ution'',
the age of

15

was teaching school, ,.J

" A boy

2

" a boy who at

The verification of a man ' s

c haracter i s deternined largely on what he does wher. he is down .
Most peopl e woul d give up acting if they "failed to make their dra.11Ja
group in coll eee " ;

LL

worked his way f r o

tut not Dean .

Being even rno:,:-e determined , he

a college drama g-.rou:p dropout to one of th,c

finest actors of our time .
Chapt er two through Chapter s ix takes Dean through fifty
y ears of continual prosperity which included over one hundred and
fifty appearances on stage, in motional pictures , on rad i o and
television.

Many of the pictures merited hi.m many auards and

1

-For a detailed discussion of t h i s matter , seep .

this thesis ,
p•

6•

Ibid ., p .

8.

2Tb
' ,
lQ •

4

t
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5
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recognition and ultimately gained him an Academy Award for his
peTformance in Twelve O' Clo~k High .
Chapter Seven brings to l ight s ome of the phil osophies that
influenced Dean to be the kind of man that he is.
every perf orrnance a good one ."

" I try to make

1 A man that "goes inside a Social

Security office t o ai d the plight of older peopl e ." 2

"Dean is a

man that will proudly say that he loves the Un i ted States and that
he loves people . ,. J This may be a bit idealistic , but one has to
be if he is to be a winner .
A truly successful man usual l y has a person in the background

helping MJI\ along .

Dean makes a point of singling out his wife as

his true ~elp mate ,

A

statement from Dean ' s wile , Etta, sums up

the reason for his success in saying :
depend

2:;

~L-r. .

"Dean depends on me and I

l feel so f ulfill ed and am -.-c7:y r,s.ppy .

Th & main

reason for this success we have is because we love each other ."

2

4

Thid . , p . 70 •

)Ibid . , p . 72 .
4

November

Etta Jagger , Personal interview, Santa ~onica, California ,
:!.971.!.. .
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Person3.1. Intervie~s
J.::i.gg c:::-, Dea-.

S2.r;ta Monica. , Ca.J.ifo:r.:nia .

i.1~erview .

Nc v emcer , -'i.i4 .

J agger , Etta .

Santa Monica , California ,

Interview.

Novt)mbe::- , 1974 .

Tiff: ,'\CTING CAREER

or

DEAN JAGG :R

Crae Ja mes w·1s on
Dep;irtment of Theatre and Ci11cmatic Arts
I.A . De ree , ApTil 1976

ABSTRACT
TJ1 ,:; purpose o-f this study is to follow th e act · ng career of

Dean Ja gger throug

a list of theatrical productions, motion pictures,

,·.::..dio and televi ion appearances . The study will also inc lude a
bri::of biography of his life and p er!5o a l philosophies which contribc.te to the succ ss of th e acto r and the person .
Th e study will follow
Hi-ch Mr. Jagger a n · his 1~ife ,
J ~~-~I_'.s::r Col lc.ct ion" located at
L :_~,._•a1')'_. oncl critical reviews

an appraisal of pers ona l : 11tervie1-;s
i.nformation gaine d fro;n the 11 0ean
Brigharn Young Uni" ersi ty ~hnuscrips
and · nterviews 1vi th his £el low a tOl'S .
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